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Abstract 
 

 

 

 

The present thesis stems from the benefits of the application of energy 

analysis in the early-stage building design. The research highlights the 

barriers that prevent this early integration and finally proposes the 

development of a simplified modelling methodology tailored around the 

optimization of energy efficiency during early-stage design. In general, 

the research aims to identify (a) the accuracy level obtainable through 

progressive simplifications of the building model, (b) the most 

significant building parameters with respect to the model accuracy and 

(c) the maximum level of simplification both able to ensure the respect of 

time requirements dictated by early-stage building design and to 

maintain an acceptable level of correctness. Those results are achieved 

by defining a methodology, which consists in developing a simplification 

protocol and applying it to a suitable number of case studies featuring 

large non-residential buildings starting from a detailed model and 

progressively enhancing the level of simplification. The protocol is based 

on the use of EnergyPlus software both to develop a detailed model of 

the building under various system hypothesis, and to simplify the model 

until a reasonable accuracy is still attained by the energy simulations. At 

each progressive simplification step, a comparison with the detailed 

model results is given in terms of building energy needs and power 

curves of the system. The quantitative differences between detailed and 

simplified model are analysed to determine the quality of the results of 

the simplified model. The results of the case studies are then utilized to 

propose the implementation of a simplified energy simulation tool based 

on the aforementioned protocol.  
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Chapter1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Energy consumption in building 

Buildings are deceptively complex. At their best, they connect us with the 

past and represent the greatest legacy for the future. They provide 

shelter, encourage productivity, embody our culture, and certainly play 

an important part in life on the planet. In fact, the role of buildings is 

constantly changing. Buildings today are life support systems, 

communication and data terminals, centres of education, justice, and 

community, and so much more. They are incredibly expensive to build 

and maintain and must constantly be adjusted to function effectively 
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over their life cycle. The economics of building has become as complex as 

its design (Prowler	D.,	et	al.	2012). 

The energy problem is not local nor isolated and concerns all the 

civilized countries in different ways, not only in terms of air pollution or 

emissions but also in regards to the preservation of energy sources and 

the rational use of energy itself. 

According to reports from the U.S. Department of Energy, buildings are 

responsible for a relevant portion of total yearly energy consumptions 

and greenhouse gas emissions, ranging from 40% to 50% depending on 

the sources. Of those consumptions, nearly 40% is directly attributable 

to the heating, venting, and air conditioning of the premises, as shown in 

Figure 1.1 (Chen	 A.,	 2009). Of all electricity generated in U.S. 

approximately 75% is consumed by the building sector, buildings are 

also often the cause of health problems like allergies due to poor indoor 

environmental quality. Safety is also another critical aspect in buildings, 

especially when security-related costs are to be taken into accounts. 

 

Figure 1.1: Energy consumption in U.S. divided by sector and final use 

(source: U.S. Department of Energy) 
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Those criticalities have prompted the U.S. Government to put into place 

Executive Orders and Mandates to respond to the challenges. The Energy 

Policy Act of 2005, also known as Public Law 109-581, in an attempt to 

counter the growing energy problem, defines High performance 

buildings as: “buildings that integrate and optimize all major high-

performance building attributes, including energy efficiency, durability, 

life-cycle performance, and occupant productivity”. It also provides a 

series of incentives designed to reduce the initial cost of investing in 

energy-efficient building systems. It also provides incentives for the use 

of innovative technologies to avoid greenhouse gases and new energy 

sources. 

This commitment is further stressed with the Energy Independence and 

Security Act of 2007, Public Law 110-1402, pursuing a greater energy 

independence by increasing the production of clean renewable fuels and 

increasing the efficiency in various sectors. The act also aims to create a 

nationwide zero-net-energy initiative for commercial buildings built 

after 2025 and requires new and renovated federal buildings to reduce 

fossil fuel use by 55% (from 2003 levels) by 2010, and 80% by 2020. All 

new federal buildings must be carbon-neutral by 2030. It is interesting 

to note how the Act defines High efficiency buildings as “ a building that 

integrates and optimizes on a life cycle basis all major high performance 

attributes, including energy conservation, environment, safety, security, 

durability, accessibility, cost-benefit, productivity, sustainability, 

functionality, and operational considerations” promoting the application 

of sustainable and integrated design to siting, design, and construction. 

Europe shows similar results to U.S. in term of percentage division of 

energy consumption by sector although energy consumption per person 

                                                        

1 Public Law 109–58, 109th Congress, AUG. 8, 2005. Energy Policy Act of 2005 

2 Public Law 110–140, 110th Congress, DEC. 19, 2007. Energy Independence and 

Security Act of 2007 
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tend to be lower. Nonetheless, energy security and increasingly relevant 

climate changes led the European Community to envision a dramatic 

improvement in energy efficiency, directly affecting the building sector, 

deemed as one of the most energy intensive and at the same time the one 

with the largest energy saving potential, requiring significant 

improvement in the energy performance of buildings. 

Following the ratification and subsequent entry into force of the Kyoto 

protocol and the Copenhagen Agreement3, European Community and all 

its Member States adopted the Energy & Climate Package in 2009, also 

known as the 20-20-20 initiative, envisioning a 20% emissions 

reduction, 20% increase of renewable energy and 20% increase in 

energy efficiency by 2020. The EU also committed to a reduction of 80-

95% of the Green House Gas emissions by 2050 as part of the roadmap 

for moving to a competitive low-carbon economy by 2050. 

The greatest energy saving potential is found in buildings, as stated by 

the European Commission in the “Energy Efficiency Plan 2011”4. A 

minimum energy savings in buildings could potentially generate a 

reduction of 60-80 Mtoe/year in final energy consumption, as stated by 

BPIE (Buildings	 Performance	 Institute	 Europe,	 2011), making a 

considerable contribution to the reduction of GHG emission and to the 

achievement of prefixed goals. However only if buildings are 

transformed through a comprehensive, rigorous and sustainable 

approach this could be achieved. 

The European Community developed a policy framework for buildings 

well before the introductions of those goals, going back to the early 

1990s and constantly evolving since then. Individual state members 

adopted various measures to actively promote the improvement of 

energy performance in buildings. In 2002 the issue gained awareness 
                                                        

3 Outcome of the 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP15) 

4 Communication "Energy Efficiency Plan 2011" [COM/2011/0109] 
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whit the adoption from European Community of Directive on Energy 

performance of Building, or EPBD5. The EPBD was also recast in 20106 to 

make the goals more ambitious and to reinforce its implementation. In 

the communication proposing this revision, the commission stated: “The 

sector has significant untapped potential for cost effective energy 

savings” realising this potential will depend crucially on the commitment 

of Member States, and the involvement of stakeholders from 

government, industry and civil society. 

In an important step toward energy independence the EPBD recast 

introduces the concept of nearly zero energy buildings forcing all new 

buildings to adopt this standard by the end of 2020. To serve as an 

example all new public buildings are required to be nearly zero energy 

starting from 2018. The recast also defines nearly zero energy buildings 

as “a building that has a very high energy performance, where ‘the nearly 

zero or very low amount of energy required should be covered to a very 

significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including energy 

from renewable sources produced on-site or nearby”. To the EU member 

states is also required to prepare national plans in order to increase the 

number of nearly zero energy buildings also considering possible 

differentiations according to building categories. Each member state is 

also requested to introduce a national definition of the “nearly Zero 

Energy Buildings” according to EU guidelines, introduce intermediate 

goals to improve the energy efficiency and performances of new 

buildings from 2015. By this date each state is also asked to detail 

information on policies, incentives and other measures adopted for the 

promotion of nearly Zero Energy Buildings, including details on the use 

                                                        

5 DIRECTIVE 2002/91/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 

16 December 2002 on the energy performance of buildings 

6 DIRECTIVE 2010/31/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 

19 May 2010 on the energy performance of buildings (recast) 
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of renewable sources in new buildings and existing buildings undergoing 

major renovation. 

Aside from national or supranational initiatives and regulations such as 

the ones discussed above, various other programs are flourishing in the 

private sector, such as the USGBC LEED or the CASBEE rating systems, 

defining standards and parameters to evaluate the level of sustainability 

of buildings (Fowler	K.M.	et	al.,	2006).  

The framework, knowledge, materials and systems to achieve high levels 

of energy efficiency in buildings and strongly reduce energy 

consumptions, ensuring at the same time high levels of health and 

comfort, are readily available and can make a positive impact but they 

need to be properly implemented from design to construction and 

operation of buildings. 

1.2 Integrated building design 

A possible solution to incorporate all these elements in the building 

sector is the implementation of the “Integrated Building Design” 

approach, also known as “Whole Building Design” or more in general 

Integrated Design Process (IDP). 

The concept of an integrated approach to the solution of a problem is not 

new. Its modern definition takes its roots from the concept of holism, a 

term coined in 1926 by Jan Christian Smuts, a South African Prime 

Minister and philosopher, indicating the idea that natural systems and 

their properties should be viewed as wholes, not as collections of parts. 

This often includes the view that systems function as wholes and that 

their functioning cannot be fully understood solely in terms of their 

component parts. 

Integrated building design draws upon those concepts of synergies and 

interconnectedness and is based on two major concepts: an integrated 

design approach and an integrated team process. The integrated design 
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approach asks all the members involved in the design, construction and 

operation of the building to look at the project objectives and 

components from various different perspectives. This approach is a 

deviation from traditional design process, which tends to isolates the 

various specialties from each other leaving the single specialists to find a 

solution to the single problems based on their own expertise. 

At the same time, to make this integrated approach possible, the 

introduction of an integrated team process is needed. In this process, 

outlined in Figure 1.2, a design team composed by all specialists involved 

in the design process and all affected stakeholders work together during 

various project phases to evaluate the design and all possible options in 

term of its objectives: cost, quality-of-life, future flexibility, efficiency, 

overall environmental impact, productivity, creativity, and how the 

occupants will be enlivened. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Integrated Building design and its objectives (source: 

National Institute of Building Sciences) 
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During the design of a building, various objectives are set, and each of 

them can be equally important, it is essential for a successful design to 

identify those goals early during the design process and evaluate their 

interdependencies to proper balance them. A crucial element of the IPD 

approach is therefore shifting design decisions upstream in the project’s 

process (AIA,	 2007). The “MacLeamy Curve” as seen in Figure 1.3 

illustrates the idea of making design decisions earlier in  the  project  

when  the  occasion  to  influence  positive  outcomes  is  maximised  and  

the  cost  of changes  minimised (Aziz	Z.,	2011). 

 

Figure 1.3: The “MacLeamy Curve” IPD impact on the design process 

By involving the various figures of the building design process from its 

beginning, integrated building design enables the design team to adopt 

an interactive approach. This enables to promptly elaborate 

interdependencies and develop different strategies during early stages of 

building design maximizing the ability to impact costs and functional 
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capabilities of the buildings while limiting costs of changes in the design 

to achieve them.  

Interactivity constitutes one of the major differences compared to 

traditional design, where experts in specific fields of building design (like 

systems, structural or energy) are typically drawn into the design 

process too late to positively influence it, when major decisions are 

already taken and the costs of design changes hinder the implementation 

of different strategies (Graham	C.I.,	2006). 

1.3 Energy simulation in building design 

Computer modelling and simulation is a powerful technology for 

addressing interacting architectural, mechanical, and civil engineering 

issues in buildings. Building performance simulations can help in 

reducing emission of greenhouse gasses and in providing substantial 

improvements in fuel consumption and comfort levels, by treating 

buildings and their thermal systems as complete optimized entities and 

not as the sum of a number of separately designed and optimized sub-

systems or components (Hensen	J.,	2004).  

With conventional buildings and installations there is often no need for 

simulation, because standard methods and data provide enough 

information for design. In less simple situations, where complex building 

physics or complex installations are involved, a proper design cannot be 

achieved without the help of simulations (Hensen	 J.	1993). Nonetheless, 

recently, there has been a strong push toward zero/nearly zero energy 

buildings. The nature of the aggressive goals of NZEBs requires the 

creation of energy models during early design phases (Utzinger	 D.M.	

2009).	 

Many existing energy simulation tools for buildings are very 

sophisticated and promise a high level of accuracy. Popular tools such as 

Energy Plus and DOE-2 are quite effective at simulating final building 
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designs and are typically used for demonstrating compliance with 

performance standards such as LEED. However, despite the proliferation 

of many building energy analysis tools in the last ten years, architects 

and designers are still finding difficult to use even basic tools (Punjabi	S.,	

et	al.	2005). Findings confirm that most Building Performance Simulation 

tools are not compatible with architects’ working methods and needs 

(Van	Dijk	E.,	et	al.	2002)	(Gratia	E.,	et	al.	2002).	 

Although building energy simulation is a useful tool for predicting 

performance and comparing design options, most part of the energy 

simulations occurs too late in the design process. In the traditional 

design process, the energy engineer carries on simulations, if at all, as a 

tool for equipment sizing and code compliance only after the architect 

has completed the architectural design. Part of the problem is that 

existing simulation tools are not practical for the design process; 

however experiences with real buildings have shown that low-energy 

design is not intuitive and that simulation should therefore be an integral 

part of the design process (Hayter	S.J.,	 et	al.	2001)	 (Torcellini	P.A.,	 et	al.	

1999). 

During the design process a great number of decisions need to be taken. 

Typical design assessment criteria are costs, flexibility, energy efficiency, 

environmental impact as well as comfort, productivity and creativity of 

occupants. It is self-evident, that decisions at earlier phases of the design 

have a bigger impact on the building performance than measures taken 

at later design stages or during building operation. It is believed that a 

more efficient use of Building Performance Simulations during the early 

design stage would be very beneficial for the end result. 

The building form, orientation, fenestration and construction materials 

are often decided early in the design by architects with little or no 

support in terms of simulation software. Other design professionals are 

often brought into the project after the initial design stage, when many of 

the building design features and materials are fixed. It is essential to 
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have Building Performance Simulation tools that can assess the energy 

performance of a building during the sketch-scheme design stage. In 

conceptual design it is important to be able to evaluate multiple concepts 

at the same time, and to quantify, rank-order, or even to be able to semi-

automatically generate design alternatives. Qualification and 

quantification of variant solutions is here more important than detailed 

assessment of a single case. Therefore, in this approach the amount of 

model details can be generally low. These decisions are critical as they 

can determine the majority of a building’s energy use profile. 

Unfortunately, energy modelling is rarely leveraged in the concept phase 

to provide information that could drive these critical decisions. This is a 

missed opportunity, since energy modelling in the concept phase can be 

a very powerful tool for the entire design team.  

Needs related to the design process can be easily identified in time and 

accuracy. Accuracy is an essential prerequisite to every analysis used to 

support decision-making in every field. If the analysis is not accurate the 

results could be misleading and the decisions made based on those 

results could be non-optimal or even completely wrong. The problem 

becomes significantly more relevant during the design process of 

buildings, where decisions taken can concern a relevant amount of 

energy and can affect the building for a large number of years. To worsen 

this issue is the difficulty to change wrong decisions made during 

previous design in subsequent design phases or even during 

management phase. 

Accurate energy analysis requires time, up to several weeks in more 

complex cases, and the more accurate the analysis must be the more 

time it will require. This is in contrast with the necessity to minimize the 

time requirements of the analysis so that it can be compatible with 

design times, but to do so simplifications of the building model and 

simulation tool are needed, with the drawback of a loss in accuracy. 

Another way to reduce times could be the introduction of standard 

values and databases for input data, with the possible risk of reducing 
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the model detail and degree of freedom, themselves influencing the 

accuracy or relevance of the result. 
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Chapter2 

2 State of the art in building 
energy simulation 

During the design process, the energy analyst is often included too late to 

influence the outcome of the design, leaving little opportunity for 

engineers to collaborate with architects in the design of energy efficiency 

aspects of the building envelope and systems that affect heating, cooling, 

and ventilation loads. 

When it comes to engineers working effectively with architects, there are 

two broad categories of energy analysis which can significantly impact 
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the ultimate energy efficiency of the final building. In both, energy 

modelling is critical to getting useful results. 

• Energy code compliance. Work in this area typically deals with 

questions of envelope components and ways to ensure the 

building meets state or local energy code requirements. 

• Optimizing energy efficient systems. Work in this category goes 

beyond mere envelope evaluation and addresses the broader 

question of what constitutes an energy-efficient building. 

If the energy analyst is engaged at the beginning of schematic design 

(SD), there is plenty of opportunity to consider alternate design options 

and maximize energy savings. 

However, if the energy analyst does not get involved until the end of 

design development (DD) or even later during the construction 

documentation (CD) phase, many key design decisions will have already 

been fixed. At this point energy modelling becomes a mere design 

validation or “accounting” exercise to document whatever energy 

savings features might have been incorporated into the design. 

Just as important as getting the energy analysis done at appropriate 

times is the challenge of communicating useful and meaningful results to 

the design team. This work addresses the kinds of analysis that helps 

inform decisions about energy efficiency early in the design. 

Furthermore, using simplified models of buildings before detailed design 

is completed allows energy analysts to compare alternatives. 

Information about relative energy costs and energy savings is useful to 

architects and owners, but only if the information can be reported in a 

meaningful way. 

It is essential, for a correct integration of energy analysis in building 

design, to identify opportunities, at each design phase, for modellers to 

present useful information at the right time in the right manner in order 

to facilitate the design of low energy buildings. 
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Identifying those information is not an easy task for many reasons, but 

mainly for the composition of the design team and the differences in 

interests of the different involved figures varying from the owner, to 

architects to different kinds of engineers. While modellers will not apply 

every idea or opportunity available, it is useful to understand how to be a 

strategic energy modeller and maximize impact while avoiding pitfalls. 

While modellers will always face frustrations, these can be lessened by 

the satisfaction of knowing that the design team implemented modelling 

recommendations in the actual design. 

Various researches try to define this information in relation to each 

figure and each design phase. Among these, the researches carried out by 

Kendra Tupper and Caroline Fluhrer (Tupper	 K.,	 et	 al.	 2010) are of 

particular interest and can be used as an interesting starting point for 

our project and are briefly described below. 

Much of the potential impact of energy modelling is determined by the 

scope of work laid out in the modelling contract before the modeller has 

even begun to understand the building design. The most typical energy 

modelling scope of work is simply to develop a model for documentation 

purposes. A step beyond this scope often includes exploring alternative 

energy efficiency measures or system types. This traditional scope of 

work dramatically limits the potential impact of energy modelling. 

To maximize the impact of energy modelling and its outputs throughout 

the integrated design process, the design team should consider the 

following tasks: 

• Create a goal setting theoretical minimum energy model; 

• Develop other models (daylight, CFD, spreadsheets, etc.) to feed 

into the energy model or energy saving calculations; 

• Evaluate design packages in the energy model and use outputs 

from the energy model to inform a life cycle cost analysis; 
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• Use the model and life cycle cost analysis to evaluate value 

engineering options in the late stages of design; and 

• Use the model (if appropriate) in the development and execution 

of a measurement & verification plan. 

Energy modelling should always be aimed towards providing 

information that will drive the critical decisions applicable to that design 

phase. In the concept design phase, the most critical task is aligning the 

design team around the energy-related goals for the project. 

These initial concept phase decisions are critical as they can determine 

the majority of a building’s energy use profile. Unfortunately, energy 

modelling is rarely leveraged in the concept phase to provide 

information that could drive these critical decisions. 

Because there will be a limited number of known variables at this early 

stage, the energy modeller has free reign to create the lowest energy use 

building possible to show what targets are possible. 

Creating a rough theoretical minimum energy model should not be a 

huge time investment, as the goal is not a high level of accuracy, but 

rather to simply demonstrate what is technically (and approximately) 

possible to encourage the establishment of aggressive energy goals. 

Often in the concept phase, the only information available is square 

footage by program type. This is both a challenge and an opportunity to 

establish proper layout to maximize daylighting, views and thermal 

zoning synergies. 

The first step in concept design energy modelling is creating a rough 

baseline model for the appropriate building type. Here, the modeller 

should approximate the size and form and take short cuts to minimize 

the time investment. Next, it is useful to apply the right steps in the right 

order to begin to explore possible energy use reductions. 
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Building programming and design criteria are fundamentally what 

drives the need for energy use in buildings and are the main topics to 

focus on in concept phase. 

Beyond this quick analysis, it is often useful to examine hourly or binned 

climate data to determine what percentage of operating hours could 

benefit from certain strategies. Outputs from the energy model that are 

particularly useful include; annual energy end use breakdown, and peak 

and annual heating and cooling load contributions. In this stage is also 

interesting to determine if the building is heating or cooling dominated, 

if it is ruled by climate or internal gains, what are the major 

contributions to peak and annual loads, sensible and latent cooling loads 

and the percentage of operating hours that could benefit from different 

strategies. 

The desired outcomes from this concept phase energy modelling effort 

are to generate consensus from the design team and client on the 

energy-related project goals and to create buy-in such that the design 

team is excited about the opportunities and motivated to reach the 

identified goals in future phases. 

Moving to schematic design phase, in the ideal or integrated design 

approach, is the time to build a more detailed energy model and evaluate 

various combinations of energy saving features. The energy modeller 

should be aware that large changes to geometry, system types, etc. may 

require a complete rebuild of the model in design development. 

Here, the modeller should focus on the specific design options that 

cannot be easily changed later. This analysis should be an iterative 

process, which constantly revisits the potential to downsize or eliminate 

mechanical systems, ensures compliance with goals, and evaluates 

options.  

The key output from the schematic design phase is an energy report that 

recommends an aggressive package of efficiency measures and HVAC 

equipment based on the energy modelling and LCCA results, while the 
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modeller focused only on providing energy related outputs during 

concept design, in SD the modeller should provide energy and economic 

outputs. 

In an ideal world, very little should be required of the energy modeller in 

the construction documentation portion of an integrated design process. 

Here, the focus should be on documenting the design. It is important to 

ensure that final drawings and other design documentation include the 

energy efficiency features and provide enough detail for the as-built 

building to achieve all project design goals. The final energy modelling 

deliverable in this phase should be a summary of energy and financial 

metrics for the proposed versus baseline design and additional required 

documentation. 

In conclusion, in the typical design process, design teams use energy 

modelling primarily as an accounting tool. In an integrated design 

process, energy modelling should inform the design and facilitate a 

comprehensive life cycle cost analysis. It is essential to provide energy 

modelling outputs in a timely manner, in metrics (e.g. euros) and in ways 

(e.g. face to face) that result in implementation. 

For an Energy analysis to be performed building thermal performance 

calculations must be carried out. Building thermal performance 

calculations are made for two primary reasons: to size and select 

mechanical equipment or to predict the annual energy consumption of a 

structure. 

Thermal performance calculations are normally executed by partitioning 

the building of interest in various thermal zones, segment of the building 

with similar thermal requirements serviced by the same mechanical 

equipment and controls, and calculation thermal loads for each of those 

zones normally through heat balance algorithms taking into 

consideration external condition through the definition of a typical 

meteorological year (TMY).  
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Based on those loads the mechanical equipment is sized/selected and 

hourly energy consumption is calculated. Annual performance is 

calculated by summing the hourly results for all 8,760 hours of the year. 

Time step and time span of the calculation can vary but calculations 

remain the same. 

Those calculations can be quite complex and onerous, so, normally, we 

rely on specifically designed computer programs who, through a 

previously implemented mathematical model execute the calculations 

and return results in the form of energy consumption, system operating 

parameters and comfort information. 

A wide range of scientifically validated Building Performance Simulation 

tools is available internationally. The users of those tools are mainly 

researchers, physicists and experts who value empirical validation, 

analytical verification and calibration of uncertainty. Now, with the 

advancement of BPS tools and the recent announcements of direct links 

between BIM or non-BIM modelling tools and BPS tools it is important to 

compare the existing programs, to evaluate their strengths and 

weaknesses, and to identify what is needed and not yet available. 

Many are the tools available for the execution of energy simulation: 

Ecotect, HEED, Energy-10, DesignBuilder, eQUEST, Green Building 

Studio, IES-VE, EnergyPlus and Openstudio, DOE-2 and Blast are just the 

first that come to mind. Each of those has its characteristics, with 

strengths and weaknesses. 

Its not our intention to analyse each of those tools one by one, we will 

limit ourselves to bring some examples on why we believe none of those 

tools are suitable to be used during the early design phases of integrated 

building design. 

To do this, we rely on personal experience and a previous study 

developed by Shady Attia (Attia	S.,	et	al.	2009) and Laure Itard (Itard	L.,	

2003) on the comparison on different building simulation tools. 
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Some tools, like IES-VE, eQuest and HEED have simple user interfaces, 

default values and databases but are generally constrained in modelling 

unconventional components. Ecotect, DesignBuilder, Green Building 

Studio and Energy-10, although with good user interfaces, are not easily  

integrated in early design because of the amount of detail they require in 

the model definition. Energyplus, Esp-r, DOE-2 and Blast are powerful 

tools but their user interface is too complex, and the simulation require 

time because the model needs to be built from the ground up, and in 

general needs too many details for early design stages. 

Ultimately, we believe none of those tools are suited for energy analysis 

in early design phase because they are designed to be used in later 

stages, either requiring too many details, not yet known in early phases, 

or with too complex user interfaces or simply they are not suited for 

integration in the design process. 

2.1 Needs 

The first step for the creation of a useful model/building simulation tool 

to be included in the integrated design process is to identify the “needs”: 

• Needs related to the design process itself; 

• Needs related to the composition of the design team. 

Needs related to the design process itself can be easily identified in time 

and accuracy, since they are both unconnected to the aleatory 

composition of the design team but linked to the correct advancement of 

the design process itself. Accuracy is an essential prerequisite to every 

analysis used to make decisions in every field, if the analysis is not 

accurate the results could be misleading and the decisions made based 

on those results could be non optimal or even completely wrong. 

The problem becomes significantly more relevant during the design 

process of buildings, where the decisions taken can concern a relevant 

amount of energy and money affect the building for a large number of 
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years. To worsen this issue is the difficulty to change wrong decision 

made during previous design in subsequent design phases or even 

during management phase. 

Accuracy is therefore an imperative of energy analysis, and every 

analysis in general, and can’t be overlooked; problem is that an accurate 

energy analysis of a building is not an easy task and requires a lot of 

work. The use of complex tools, normally more than one are needed, the 

creation of a detailed model, which require a level of knowledge not 

always available at each phase, and an adequate time to develop the 

building model, perform various simulations and extrapolate and 

elaborate the results. 

As just mentioned time is required to perform accurate simulations and, 

at the same time, time is one of the needs of the design process itself, 

design is a dynamic process, which evolves through time and can’t be 

easily stopped to perform adequately detailed simulation. It’s an energy 

counsellor task to execute energy analysis in time compatible with the 

times of the design phase in which the energy analysis is required. 

Accurate energy analysis requires time, up to several weeks in more 

complex cases, and the more the analysis must be accurate the more 

time it will require. This is in contrast with the necessity to minimize the 

time needed for the analysis so that it can be compatible with design 

times, but to minimize times simplifications of the building model and 

simulation tool are needed, with the drawback of a loss in accuracy. 

Another way to reduce times could be the introduction of standard 

values and databases for input data, with the possible risk of reducing 

the model detail and degree of freedom, themselves influencing the 

accuracy or relevance of the final result. 

Using a common saying we can conclude that accuracy and time are two 

sides of the same coin, the more an analysis must be accurate the more 

time is needed to execute it, the less time is available to execute it the 

less accurate the results will be. 
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It is also interesting to note how the more the design process is in its 

advanced stages, the more details are available and the more abundant is 

the time to develop complex and accurate energy analysis. On the other 

hand the more the design is in its initial phases the less time is available 

for the analysis, but at the same time the less and more aleatory are the 

details available on the building itself, permitting, and at the same time 

requiring less accurate analysis. 

It is therefore extremely important to identify the adequate level of 

accuracy needed at each design phase and develop a corresponding 

model of the building simplified enough to not require data not yet 

available, to be executed and evaluated compatibly with the 

corresponding design times and at the same time complex and complete 

enough to guarantee an adequate level of accuracy so that the results 

obtained can still be relevant. 

Exactly this relation of accuracy and time needed will be the first topic of 

this study, analysing the gradual simplification of a complex building 

model evaluating the time needed reduction to build the model and run 

the simulation and the gradual loss in accuracy in relation to the 

complete model. This will lead to find the optimum level of simplification 

of the model needed to apply energy analysis at each design phases with 

adequate time and accuracy, with a particular focus at the conceptual 

phase. 

Needs related to the composition of the design team can vary 

significantly from case to case and are usually related to two figures. The 

first is the energy advisor, who performs the energy analysis, depending 

on his background and studies he can conceive the building model in 

different ways prioritizing some details over the others. 

The second figure is the design team, and more in specific its 

components who are interested in the results of the analysis, depending 

on the background, studies and current task of single members of the 

design team. 
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Various researches have been made trying to identify the real 

information needs of designers in various design phases.  For our work 

it’s of particular interesting focusing on the early design and conceptual 

phases. Stages where the building is not yet fully defined and the needs 

themselves can be more elusive especially when working on large non-

residential building or special buildings in general.  

Of particular interest on this subject is a research carried out by Michael 

Donn, Steve Selkowitz and Bill Bordass (Donn	 M.,	 et	 al.	 2009) on 

designer’s real information needs in the early stages of design of non-

residential buildings briefly proposed below. 

Quoting their work, there is a general agreement within the community 

of building performance analysts that design decisions made in the first 

hours and days of the design process are critical to the successful 

operation of a building. This has led many researchers to the 

development of environmental design decision support tools for use 

early in the design process. 

The stereotypical approach to these tools is to run many, even hundreds 

of thousands, runs and to summarize them in charts, tables and even 

simple digital interfaces. These summaries are presented as design 

advice or rules of thumb. This pre-processed information often 

represents a limited subset of the infinite variety of potential designs. 

These summary guidance projects serve an educational purpose and at 

times assist the development of a design strategy. However, use case 

feedback from the designers consulted is that these tools do not fit 

comfortably into a world that needs quantifiable answers to design 

questions about the specific site and program that are posed very early 

during concept design. Design teams need rigorous tools that analyse the 

specific ideas and issues. 

In addition, the Building Smart Alliance argue for an integrated model 

approach that permits the design team to spend more time up front in 

the design process getting the design right. However, the BIM concept 
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implies performance analysis of a whole building model. The implied 

design approach is to complete a design and then to calculate 

performances; next the design is altered on the basis of the calculation. 

This traditional approach has the designer ‘walking backwards into the 

future’ looking at the performance of the design just completed to sort 

out the design to be created. But by the time there is sufficient 

information for a whole building to be modelled, many of the design 

decisions that most affect performance have been committed – no 

changes can be made, no matter what the performance analysis reports. 

This backwards to the future approach ensures access for the design 

team to simulation programs that model building physics rigorously but 

requires complete models of whole buildings for input to these 

simulation programs. 

The design teams report a need for rigorous performance simulation 

tools that help them explore concepts and ideas that can be used before a 

whole building design can be completed. 

The following key questions a performance sketch must answer: 

1) likely costs of operation; these costs should be energy, demand, CO2, 

productivity, maintenance, and should be presented in hourly, daily, 

weekly and seasonal plots. 

2) likely variation of comfort variables in space and time: thermal, 

lighting, glare, provided just by the building with no energy consuming 

services, so that the inherent building performance is revealed; and with 

services in place to reveal the likely interaction of building, people and 

services. 

3) likely risks to comfort and cost of: a. poor equipment reliability; b. 

poor/normal installation practice; c. poor control performance; 

4) likely interaction between equipment and user-operable controls 

(lights, open-able windows, shades); 
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5) likely impact of climate change in a manner that helps the client to 

budget properly.  

All these criteria require answers that are sufficiently based on models of 

the building physics and are specific to the building site, climate, likely 

behaviour and programme that they can be used in later value 

engineering exercises. Importantly, they also suggest a need for real-

world data on user-behaviour, maintenance and building operation. 

The goal is to put in the design team’s hands tools that help them to 

model normally observed human behaviour found in real buildings. The 

impact on performance of these changes in the optimum behaviour is an 

essential design information if buildings are to perform well ‘from day 

one’. 

Building performance simulation is often based upon critical data inputs 

about building operation that are only weakly based in reality. What is 

crucially missing from the input data to many of these models is anything 

but the crudest estimates of human factors that are critical influencers of 

the energy performances. Typical values are usually insufficient. 

As they deduced, design performance analysis sketches, like 

architectural sketches on tracing paper, are made, thrown away, and 

then completely new ones are made. The performance analysis sketch is 

a model that can be created when no one quite knows what the actual 

building will look like. However, it needs to provide real feedback about 

what the building will be like. 

Merely graphing performance of a building design scenario is 

inadequate. Far more important, is building performance reporting tools 

that allow first a natural grouping of scenarios and then automates 

report production. 

One of the most important features provided by simulation programs is 

the ability to examine the temporal nature of a building’s response to 

climate. 
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The designers requires performance sketch tools that report real 

consequences and provide detailed energy, comfort, cost and 

productivity numbers before design has reached the point of a 

whole/real building. 

We can add the conclusions presented by Attia (Attia	S.,	et	al.	2011) on 

the characteristics needed by a simulation tool usable during the early 

design phases:  

a. Very easy to use,  

b. Easy to Learn,  

c. Sufficiently accurate,  

d. Informs design decisions,  

e. Use minimum amount of input,  

f. Allows alternative comparison,  

g. Match the cyclic design iterations,  

h. Adaptable to the users expertise. 

In a previous survey conducted among architects from Attia (Attia	S.,	et	

al.	 2009) identified the architect perception of the most important 

criteria on which they evaluate the usefulness of existing tools. In first 

place came the integration of an intelligent knowledge-base, which assist 

designers in decisions-making; the friendliness of the interface 

concerning usability and information management came in second place. 

In the third place, selection was made for the interoperability of building 

model. Finally, the accuracy and ability to simulate detailed and complex 

design elements came in last place. 

Another interesting point of view is presented by Laure Itard, who 

presents (Itard	 L.,	 2003) the needs of design Engineers in relation to 

energy analysis and simulation tools. From these studies it follows that a 

tool needed in early design phase should have the following properties: 
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• The effect of building physics parameters on installation 

capacities and energy use should be visible; 

• Integral effects should be visible; 

• The result should be in a form that allows for clear 

communication with others figures involved in the design 

process; 

• It should be possible, without too much difficulty, to change to 

others simulation environments or to use more detailed software; 

• The simultaneous cooling and heating demand should be made 

visible; 

• The required input should match the data known in the current 

design phase; 

• The accuracy of the input data and of the results should be in 

agreement with the accuracy needed in the related design phase; 

• It should be possible to enter more accurate data and to produce 

more accurate results as the design process progress; 

• It should be possible to test the effect of control strategies on the 

energy use in an early stage. 

 

It is our belief that a good simulation tool to be applied in early design 

phases must meet as many of those needs as possible prioritizing the 

duality between time and accuracy, but without neglecting the 

importance of a correct definition of input and output to maximize its 

effectiveness.    

2.2 Theories and models 

Many ways have been taken trying to incorporate energy simulation 

advices during early design phases. Two are the main routes travelled: 
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the creation of a model, protocol or guideline trying to help designers in 

early design phase with focused advices, which we will discuss in this 

Chapter, and the creation of actual simulation tools based on simplified 

models, discussed later. 

In this Chapter, we will just briefly discuss some of the many researches 

carried out on this subject varying from modelling protocols and 

mathematical models to guidelines focusing on solving a specific 

problem in design. The purpose of this Chapter is to illustrate the many 

ways possible in helping the integration of the many benefits of energy 

simulation in early design phases. 

One of those ways is developing a modelling protocol for early energy 

design assistance, like proposed by Chris Baker, Prasad Vaidya, and Alan 

D.’Souza (Baker	 C.,	 et	 al.	 2010) helping designers and also the 

development of energy simulation tools. 

Modelling protocols illustrates methodology on how to execute 

efficacious energy analysis, obtaining correct and relevant results. 

Modelling protocols can also help developing more efficient tools and 

codes increasing the reliability on simulation tools and avoiding wrong 

results or allowing more detailed and accurate evaluations adding 

information to the results and helping the user in its analysis. In the 

aforementioned instance various advice on how to provide more 

valuable baseline criteria, taking into account variables previously 

excluded improving the methodology itself. 

Another chance is to develop a mathematical model able to optimize the 

problem through mathematical techniques. Although not of particular 

interest for the development of a simulation tool, those mathematical 

models can be quite interesting for their standalone application for the 

optimization of particular problems, like the one proposed by Enrico 

Fabrizio, Vincenzo Corrado, Marco Filippi (Fabrizio	E.,	et	al.	2010) for the 

design and optimization of multi-energy systems in building at design 

concept phase. 
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Applying the energy hub concept a matrix is created connecting energy 

supplies divided in energy-wares to energy demand identified by load 

types. The matrix is then characterized by parameters related to the 

dispatch of loads in the hub and conversion efficiencies. Integrating in 

the calculation the cost of the various energy-wares taken into 

consideration and optimizing the system based on an objective function, 

non an hourly or seasonal basis, starting only from the known loads it is 

possible to determine the optimal combination of energy-wares to serve 

the system. 

Different objective functions lead to different results, especially economy 

versus energy or environmental objective functions. The methodology 

may be integrated into a software for building designers that calculates 

the energy use for space heating, cooling and electricity without any 

restriction to optimize multi-energy systems. 

Another interesting and easy way for implementing energy simulation 

advices in building design process is the creation of guidelines to solve 

specific problems like proposed, as an example, by Robert Hendron 

(Hendron	 R.,	 2006) in its studies on whole-house energy analysis 

procedures for existing homes. 

Those guidelines do not directly propose a simulation model or specific 

solution to the energy saving problem, but help the energy counsellor in 

the development of a correct methodology for the evaluation of energy 

consumption of the building, in the specific case illustrating how to 

produce an adequate pre-retrofit model and post-retrofit model of the 

building to be analysed. The guideline also proposes recommended 

values for characterizing the building parameters in case those are not 

available, like R-values, energy efficiency of existing plant equipment or 

how to correctly evaluate operating conditions of the building. Although 

not directly related to the simulation process themselves, guidelines can 

help the user in avoiding errors and speeding up the simulation process, 
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helping the accuracy and the integration of the energy analysis in the 

design process. 

2.3 Similar Projects and tools 

Here, some of the most interesting simulation tools designed to be used 

during early design Phases are briefly described and analysed, trying to 

identify their strengths and weaknesses. 

Those analyses are intended to identify what have been already done on 

the subject, and what can be done in the future, evaluating the right 

choices made designing those tools and taking them as a starting point 

for our work. 

At the same time, limitations and poor development choices are 

identified in order to try to avoid them during our work, creating a more 

complete tool. 

2.3.1 MIT design advisor 

The first, and probably most interesting tool available to date, the MIT 

design advisor (Urban	 B.,	 et	 al.	 2006) is a simplified software tool for 

architects to assist with early-stage design of energy efficient buildings. 

It is designed to not require extensive technical background or lengthy 

amounts of training, so to be useful to non-expert users, such as 

architects, and is characterized by a short setup time. 

This is achieved by restricting the input space to the most critical design 

parameters to rapidly predict a design’s performance. Primary objective 

of the tool is not an exact performance prediction of the final building 

design. What is important is that the user is able to identify which design 

factors have the highest impact on energy use and thermal comfort 

relative to the others. 

The tool is presented by a schematic interface for data input, divided in 

nine section from one to six data point each, defining climate, geometry, 
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occupancy, ventilation, mass, insulation, windows and overhangs. Setup 

information for up to four building scenarios can be saved 

simultaneously for fast and easy design revision and iteration.  

As soon as the simulation is completed, graphical results are available 

indicating energy consumption, lifecycle costs, thermal comfort, 

daylighting illustrations, and building code compliance. 

Although the restricted the detail in the inputs, the computational model 

is still quite sophisticated. Climate data for a typical meteorological year 

are used for the selected world city to calculate losses and gains of heat 

through the building envelope. Each hour of the year, a thermal balance 

with the room is computed taking into account internal and external 

loads, ventilation, A/C and thermal mass. Heat transfer through the 

window units is computed by solving a 1-D network of thermal resistors. 

A heat balance is solved for each node to determine the nodal 

temperatures and the total heat flowing into or out of the room. When 

blinds are included a radiosity method is used to compute the net 

radiation exchange between the blinds and adjacent window panes.  

In conclusion some of the mayor upside of this tool are: the simplified 

user interface and limited number of data required which make this tool 

particularly interesting for early design phases allowing simulations to 

be run in only few minutes, the possibility of comparing up to four 

different scenarios and the web-based design which makes the tool 

accessible everywhere over the internet. 

On the downsides are some strong model assumptions like the neglected 

ground heat flows, the limited and close structure of the input data, the 

poor/non-existent interoperability with other tools and building 

modelling, poor information on the validation of the model, total absence 

of plant characterization and the absence of a standalone version of the 

tool (only the web-based version is available). 

Despite those downsides MIT design advisors is the most similar tool to 

the presented concept of a simulation tool designed for early design 
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phases energy analysis. The optimization tool proposed by Brown 

(Brown	 C.,	 et	 al.	 2010) also grants an interesting addition to the 

capabilities of this platform, allowing comparing distributed generation 

alternatives with energy efficiency measures in term of annual energy 

uses and costs. 

2.3.2 NREL Projects: Opt-E Plus 

NREL is a national laboratory of the US Department of Energy, Office of 

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy operated by the alliance of 

Sustainable Energy, particularly active on the theme of energy and 

building simulation developing many tools among whom the most 

interesting to our discussion are Openstudio, a generic user interface for 

EnergyPlus not specifically intended for early design phases, and Opt-E 

Plus, a tool for automated multivariate optimization for energy analysis, 

also based on EnergyPlus, only usable by NREL personnel and not yet 

available for the public (Ellis	P.G.	et	al.	2006). 

In this analysis we will dwell on this second tool, which is specifically 

developed to permit parameter optimization through the simulation and 

comparison on numerous different models even going up to thousands of 

simulation.  

Building design problems are inherently multivariate and multi-criteria. 

Multivariate optimization is much more difficult than the simpler 

problem of minimizing a single variable.  

Because the optimization process is computationally intensive and 

demands hundreds or even thousands of individual simulation runs, it is 

essential to identify ways to decrease the run time of EnergyPlus 

simulations to expedite the overall process so the model created by the 

tool for the optimization is sufficiently simple to be simulated in little 

time but enough complex to be considered sufficiently accurate for the 

optimization process itself. Particular attention must be given to 

adjusting factors such as minimum system time step, minimum 
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temperature convergence, maximum number of warm-up days and zone 

multipliers. 

The optimization tool employs multiple modules, including: a graphical 

user interface (GUI) for selecting options and viewing results, a database 

for storing component performance data and costs, a pre-processor to 

convert high-level input parameters into a detailed building model, the 

EnergyPlus whole building simulation engine to analyse the model, an 

optimization engine to select design options, and a simulation run 

manager to handle simulation runs on different computing resources. 

The GUI features a building creation wizard, an options browser, and a 

results browser. The building creation wizard presents a series of tabs 

with high-level parameters that define the overall type and location of 

the building. The options browser allows the user to select from 40 

major design options that are grouped into categories of program, form, 

fabric, and equipment. All options are selected as discrete values. Cost 

data are also associated with each option. 

The GUI provides a results browser that renders all the simulations on a 

chart of percent energy savings versus percent cost savings.  

The optimization engine module is the heart of the optimization tool. It 

determines which design options are to be simulated and then analyses 

the results in the context of the performance objective that is to be 

minimized. The optimization engine then decides which options to keep 

and which to change before it launches a new set of simulations. 

The tool is surely interesting, combining the EnergyPlus engine, the 

strong optimization potential and short simulation time. Unfortunately 

the number of simulation needed requires considerable computing 

resources and is not yet suitable for end-use, also the tool and it’s 

validation are more oriented in the optimization direction rather than 

simulation, lastly the tool is not available to end-users making the 

information on the tool itself indirect and fragmented. 
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2.3.3 H.E.N.K. 

H.e.n.k. (Itard	L.,	2003) is a software tool developed by Deerns Consulting 

Engineers, with the support of the Dutch Agency of Energy and 

Environment (Novem) and the association of Automation in Building and 

Installation Technologies (Vabi). It tries to respond to the need of good 

tuning between building and installations to achieve energy saving and 

high quality of indoor climate by developing a tool that can be used from 

the very beginning of the building design to support decision making and 

enhance the communication within the design team. 

With H.e.n.k. an attempt has been made to build a software that fits the 

usual reasoning of engineers and that produces the results they need for 

the further design. 

The way data must be entered in H.e.n.k. is inspired by the method used 

by engineers at the very beginning of a project. 

Walls in H.e.n.k. are defined by their total heat transfer coefficients 

avoiding the specification of the wall parts, not yet defined until later 

design phases, believing wall composition does not strongly influence 

energy use and capacities.  

Inside spaces are defined by gross floor area and main function of the 

building taking into account that there is always a certain mix of function 

and that internal room distribution is a fluctuating parameter; thus the 

model is not divided in zones. 

Indoor air temperature are given as input data to calculate to capacity of 

the equipment to be installed. 

Two input levels are defined inside the software, the first level must 

always be filled by the user and contains information with a non-

negligible influence on the calculation, the second level contains data 

that is less relevant to the specific design like properties of sunshades. 

Those data are not needed in early design phase, however, they may be 
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needed while studying the effect of equipment or control strategies on 

energy use. 

The calculation method, expressly developed, is based on hourly energy 

balance taking into account all relevant processes; the model is not 

completely dynamic because the indoor temperature is fixed by the user. 

Heat accumulation is taken into account by response factors for step 

changes of the part of the heat that can be accumulated and for step 

changes of the indoor temperature. When neither heating nor cooling are 

required, inside temperature is fixed to be the average of maximum and 

minimum indoor temperature. When the building closes and the 

temperature can freely fluctuates a temperature profile for the cooling 

down temperature is drawn up by the tool. 

The obtained results are then represented through an output interface 

based on the typical needs of an engineer during the early design phase 

like duration curves, hourly data, maximum loads, expected 

environmental performance; all the output are available in formats that 

allows to easily produce graphics and comparisons. 

The principal limitation of the method used is that the longer the 

building is not heated or cooled, the more uncertain the calculated 

energy use and capacities become, becoming unusable if the building is 

unheated or uncooled for more than two days a week. Aside from this, 

the calculation method is in general simplified and not freely available to 

end users. Furthermore, there is no link of the input interface with other 

software and the input of the geometry is manual and time consuming. In 

addition, the tool itself is not designed to run detailed simulations and is 

not integrated with any other software to execute more detailed 

simulation at future design phases, requiring the creation of a new model 

from the ground up. 
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2.3.4 ZEBO b1 Prototype 

Zebo b1 (Attia	 S.,	 et	 al.	 2011) is a tool specifically designed to allow 

possible combinations of NZEB design parameters and elements during 

early design phases based on EnergyPlus and specifically oriented to the 

Egyptian market. Architects and architecture students with no 

experience on building energy efficiency make the initial target audience. 

The tool is partially educational but can also be used by architects with 

limited budget to lower the barrier to achieve NZEBs during early design 

phases. 

The tool is based on a one page interface that communicates with 

EnergyPlus via the input and output format that are in ASCII format. The 

ZEBOb1 creates an IDF file than through a ‘RUN’ batch-file the simulation 

runs the EnergyPlus engine. The simulation results are then generated in 

different format. ZEBOb1 extracts the required output and represent 

them graphically on the same page.  

Designed to be easy to learn, use and with the minimum amount of input 

the user interface is condensed in a single page with a limited number of 

data entry points similar to MIT design advisor, which describe the 

building in its main characteristics. All fields feature a standard value 

compatible with the recommendations of the Egyptian Residential 

Energy Standard ECP306-2005 and are linked to a library of typical 

values. 

The model passed to EnergyPlus is simple multi-dimensional rectangular 

zone was created to represent mechanically cooled housing unit. The 

model is then coupled with the climatic and urban context and allows 

maximum design flexibility for a range of architectural early design 

parameters including the site’s urban density and climatic conditions.  

Once the output is displayed the user can pass to the photovoltaic 

program module. This step is done as a last step where five inputs are 

requested to optimize the electrical yield.  
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The tool is strongly oriented on its user-friendly approach, gradually 

refined through consecutive usability tests. 

Although more focused on Net Zero Energy Building, and on Egyptian 

territory than our project, Zebo b1 and our tool share the same objective: 

a design tool that can enable simple, fast, accurate simulation and 

continuity with the design process. 
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Chapter3 

3 Model simplification 

3.1 Different approaches to model simplification 

As previously seen in the state of the art analysis there are various 

approaches to support the integration of dynamic energy simulation 

during whole building design. 

All the approaches try to solve the same problems, which are the lack of 

reliable and detailed information about the building characteristics and 

its operational behaviour and the lack of time available to develop 

detailed models and perform complete energy simulations. 
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Three main philosophies can be identified to which every attempt on 

simplification of the energy simulation process can be traced back and 

are hereinafter discussed considering their strengths and weaknesses. A 

summary of the discussion can be seen in Table 3-I below. 

 

Table 3-I: Summary of the different approaches to simplification 

analysed 

APPROACH STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

Simplification of 
simulation code 

 Reduction in 
calculation times; 

 Marginal reduction in 
the number of inputs; 

 Better stability in the 
results. 

 Computational time is 
marginal; 

 Great effort needed in 
development, 
validation of code; 

 Limitation in outputs 
and interoperability. 

Defaulting of the input 
data 

 Maintains all the 
capabilities of a 
complex simulation; 

 Lowers the amount of 
information needed; 

 Does not directly affect 
the accuracy of results. 

 Difficulty identifying a 
correct default value; 

 User still needs to go 
through all the inputs; 

 User required to 
evaluate if default 
values are appropriate. 

Simplification of the 
model description 

 Does not impact the 
mathematical model; 

 Additional details can 
still be added using the 
complex tool; 

 Strongly reduces the 
amount of inputs and 
information required. 

 Reduction in detail and 
accuracy of results; 

 Usefulness of the 
results must be 
evaluated. 
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3.1.1 Simplification of the simulation code 

One of the most common approaches for the simplification of the design 

process is the development of simplified simulation codes. Instead of 

developing a complex calculation code such as the ones normally used in 

dynamic energy simulations, able to describe the physical problem to an 

adequate level of detail, a less complex calculation code is developed 

neglecting some of the physical phenomenon that characterize the real 

problem and simplifying the formulations that describe the remaining 

ones. Others typical simplifications often considered in this approach is 

the breakdown of the problem in various smaller problems considered 

independent of each other facilitating the solution of the single problems. 

One of the most noticeable results of this approach is the reduction in the 

time needed to solve the problem and therefore produce the needed 

results. This result is a direct effect of the definition of the mathematical 

problem that needs to be solved by simplifying the description of the 

physical problem neglecting some of its components and dependencies. 

Another effect of this approach is the limited reduction of the number of 

input data required to the model due to the neglecting of some physical 

phenomenon. The simplification of the simulation code is also typically 

associated to the simplification of the description model, which is 

described in the following sub-Chapter, 

Lastly another minor advantage of a simplified calculation code 

compared to a more complex one is that it could ensure, if developed 

correctly, a better stability in the results compared to a complex model. 

Still this is only a marginal strength as various complex calculation codes 

are already available ensuring adequate stability of the results. 

This approach is also characterized by a series of weaknesses. First of all 

the major result of this approach, the reduction of the computational 

time needed to perform the simulation, can be considered a marginal 

result as the computational time is not one of the major obstacles on the 

implementation of energy simulations during the design process. 
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Furthermore is deemed to become ever less relevant in the future with 

the constant increase in the computational power of the calculators. 

Another issue with the development of new, even if simplified, 

simulation code is the need to describe the mathematical problem, 

ensure its stability, convergence and validate the produced results.  

The use of a simplified simulation code also limits the possible outputs of 

the simulation to the phenomenon implemented in the code effectively 

limiting the obtainable results compared to the use of more complex 

codes. 

Some examples previously mentioned in the state of the art analysis to 

his kind of approach are the MIT design advisor, based on a self-

developed simplified calculation code but also characterized by a strong 

simplification in the building model description, and the H.E.N.K. 

software. 

3.1.2 Defaulting of the input data 

Another interesting approach to the simplification of building energy 

simulation is what can be called defaulting of input data. This is not a 

proper simplification of the simulation itself as both the mathematical 

models and the calculation code, as the model description of the 

buildings, maintain the same complexity as detailed simulation tools. 

Instead, it can be considered a simplification of the simulation process in 

general as it proposes a solution to one of its main problems, the need of 

detailed information. 

With this approach each and every data input required by the simulation, 

whether it is complex or simplified, is associated to a default value 

already provided by the model. 

This means that wherever a specific detail needed to “fill” the model 

description is missing from the available information, be it due to the 

lack of documentation or because the detail is not even been decided yet, 
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the simulation model is automatically filled with a value already stored 

in the model itself. 

Applying this concept in practice means that simulations and analyses 

can be performed even if some of the information needed are not 

available at the time in which the energy performance evaluation is 

needed. This is exponentially more relevant the more complex the 

simulation code is, as to an increase in complexity also an increase in the 

amount of input data required is expected. 

Also this implementation does not impact directly in the accuracy of the 

results as each input data can still be modified whenever deemed 

necessary because not representative of the simulated building. 

This approach brings with it three major weaknesses. First of all the 

design values needs to be identified, and therefore are subject to a series 

of hypothesis and are valid only under certain conditions. This means 

that various hypothesis and conditions could bring to the identification 

of different design values, therefore great work must be done to identify 

the most suitable default value given the objectives of the tool. 

Another major problem is that the model description of the building is 

still detailed and therefore characterized by a large amount of data 

inputs, which still needs to be available to the modeller. This can bring to 

an intricate and difficult to navigate user interface and still requires the 

modeller to browse all those data requiring a relevant amount of time for 

the model description process.  

A last, but really significant, problem of this approach is the expected use 

of the default values by the hand of the modeller. It is essential to place 

the modeller in the conditions to make sensible choices whenever to use 

or not a specific design value, and this means giving him knowledge on 

the hypothesis and conditions around which that default value was 

identified and range of applicability of it. Failing to do so or delivering 

the tool to an inadequate modeller, means the risk of using default values 
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when inappropriate ultimately bringing to the generation of unreliable, 

and therefore useless or even misleading, results. 

One meaningful example of the application of this concept, with all its 

weaknesses previously discussed, applied to a detailed simulation code 

with a complex model description is represented by the Esp-r simulation 

tool. In this software, by the will of the research group behind it, each 

data input required by the simulation is associated with a default value 

that can be subsequently modified by the modeller if the related 

information is available. 

Although this approach is deemed insufficient by the author to efficiently 

integrate dynamic energy analyses during early and integrated building 

design, the idea of always having a default value already entered in the 

model description tool is attractive, both to speed up the data input 

process, to cover the possible lack of needed information or even simply 

to give an example value to the modeller to limit input errors to the 

model. 

It is therefore considered that, following the eventual implementation of 

the simplification protocol into an automated tool, each data entry 

required by the resulting user interface is to be coupled with a default 

value and a brief but exhaustive description of the conditions that 

brought to the identification of that value. 

3.1.3 Simplification of the model description 

Lastly, the third main approach to model simplification is represented by 

simplification of the model description. 

This approach does not concern the physical and mathematical models 

of the simulation, which remains complex and detailed as the state of the 

art allows, therefore the simulation code used for energy analysis can 

remain the same as more complex tools. 

This immediately highlight one of the most important advantages of this 

approach, the chance to pair a simplified model description to a complex 
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and already existing simulation code. This avoid the need of developing a 

new simulation code with all the issues arising from it, such as the 

definition and implementation of the mathematical models, the 

verifications on stability and convergence of the model and the 

assurance of the meaningfulness of the results generated by the code 

through a detailed simulation process. 

This allows taking advantage the use of complex, powerful and already 

validated codes developed by dedicated research teams and the 

continuous improvement and extension of their capabilities. This 

implementation also goes in the direction of the much discussed BIM 

models (Building integrated models) allowing the definition of the 

simplified model and, when deemed appropriate, the direct transition 

from this model to a more detailed one able to unsure more accurate 

information. This is possible thanks to both the simplified and complex 

tools using the same simulation code and therefore the same language, 

or input data structure. 

The implementation of this concept is made through a reduction in the 

information needed by the model to run a simulation, and therefore by 

combining various data input entries into one general entry able to 

handle all of them effectively reducing the amount of information needed 

to perform a simulation. 

On the other side the reduction of the input entries inevitably bring to 

the reduction of the details present in the building model and therefore 

generating different results of the simulation. Results that, assuming the 

capability of the simulation code to provide accurate results, can be 

considered less accurate that the ones obtainable with a detailed 

simulation model. 

This leads to the one major problem that occurs when implementing 

simplified model description; the lack of detail in the simplified model 

brings to a loss of accuracy in the results of the simulation. The accuracy 

of the results is directly correlated to the meaningfulness of the result 
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itself and its usefulness as a factor to influence the decision making 

process which take place during the design process.  

It is therefore essential to evaluate if this loss in accuracy is acceptable 

compared to the objectives of the simulation and the design stage in 

which the simulation is implemented. This brings to the necessity to 

perform various studies trying to evaluate the accuracy attainable with 

the implementation of a specific simplified description model. 

Some examples of this approach can be seen in the implementation of 

tools such as Opt-E Plus and ZEBO b1 previously discussed, both 

characterized by a simplified model description but running a full 

version of the EnergyPlus simulation code. Unfortunately, none of those 

tools is able to give any information, even a rough one, on the accuracy of 

the obtainable results compared to detailed model descriptions. 

3.2 Proposed approach 

In the attempt to support the integration of dynamic energy simulation 

in the “whole building design” process, therefore trying to remove the 

limitations that hinder it, the here presented study analyses the possible 

application of the third of the approaches mentioned, the simplification 

of the model description. 

The choice of embracing this approach is made by evaluating the 

strength and weaknesses of each one and ultimately finding it the most 

useful in term of solving the problems that prevent a broad application 

of energy simulation tools to the design process, both in term of lack of 

information needed and scarcity of time available.  

Also a staggering lack of research on the impact of model simplification 

on the application of energy simulation and their results is noticed in 

literature. Time should therefore be dedicated in investigating the 

matter as model simplification is often implemented in practice by 

energy modellers to participate in design process without having an 
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overall view of the impact of their choices on the final outputs of the 

simulation. 

Another fundamental reason for the selection of this simplification 

approach is the possibility to pair the simplified model to an already 

established and widely used simulation code to maximize the usefulness 

applicability of the simplification protocol and the proposed simulation 

tool. 

It is therefore essential to choose a reliable and well established code, 

that must be open-source and with an easy to understand data structure 

so to integrate it with the protocol. For those reasons the EnergyPlus 

simulation code is chosen and further detailed in the following Chapter. 

Before blindly implementing a simplified model description it is essential 

to understand the impact of each simplification applied on the results of 

the simulation for this reason a simulation protocol is prepared to detail 

the transition between a detailed model description to the desired level 

of simplification in the model. 

 

Figure 3.1: Representation of the chosen simplification process 

The objective of this protocol is to identify a number of simplification 

steps each linked to a specific set of information required in the 

simulation process. Separating the single simplifications into steps their 

impact on the simulation results can be evaluated and each 
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simplification can be defined trying to minimize the differences 

generated between the detailed and simplified model without losing 

sight of the information needed by each simplification and the physical 

parameters they refer to. 

The simplification protocol is therefore identified including, first and 

foremost, all the most common simplifications used during the practical 

application of dynamic energy simulation in order to give useful 

information about their impact on the simulation results and at the same 

time trying to suggest specific implementation to minimize them. The 

protocol then continues toward heavier and less commonly 

implemented ones up to what is considered an adequate level of 

simplification in which all details needed are, at least in some form, 

already available at each design stage and easily obtainable. The protocol 

also aims to define a simplified model that can easily be auto-generated 

based on a limited number of alphanumeric data entries. 

The simplification approach identifies a total number of eight 

simplification topics that needs to be tackled with the simplification 

protocol, identified as follows: 

1) Simplifications in the building constructions; 

2) Simplifications in the building obstructions; 

3) Simplifications in the thermal zoning of the building; 

4) Simplifications in transparent surfaces of each floor of the 

building; 

5) Simplifications in the characteristics of the building floors; 

6) Simplifications in the shape of the building floors; 

7) Simplifications in the transparent surfaces of the entire building; 

8) Simplifications in the number of building floor modelled. 
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The simplification protocol in all of its steps and its application to the 

description model is further detailed in Chapter 5. 

The simplification protocol is developed based on the use of the 

EnergyPlus simulation code, but can be easily adapted to other 

simulation codes. This is also proved by the implementation presented in 

Chapter 7 where the protocol is applied to the Esp-r simulation code to 

ensure that the results are not dependent on the simulation code used.  
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Chapter4 

4 Software description 

In the following Chapter general overview of the simulation tools used 

for the development of the presented studies is given. 

The two simulation codes EnergyPlus and Esp-r are discussed along with 

the EnergyPlus user interface OpenStudio. For each of them a brief 

description of the development history, underlying concept and main 

characteristics is given, with a major focus on EnergyPlus as the most 

used tool for the following analyses. 
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The material here reported is mainly taken by the official overviews and 

manuals of the various software with the inclusions of some comments 

from the author of this work. 

Information on EnergyPlus are taken from various papers published by 

the US Department of Energy (Crawley	D.B.,	et	al.	1999)	(Crawley	D.B.,	et	

al.	2004)	and software documentation (EnergyPlus	v	7.2		Documentation,	

2012). Openstudio material comes from papers from NREL (Ellis	P.G.,	et	

al.	 2008)	 while information regarding Esp-r comes from the software 

website7 and the Esp-r cookbook (Hand	J.W.,	2011). 

4.1 EnergyPlus 

For more than twenty years, the U.S. government supported 

development of two building Energy simulation programs, DOE-2 and 

BLAST. BLAST (Building	System	Laboratory,	1999), sponsored by the U.S. 

Department of Defense (DOD), has its origins in the NBSLD program 

developed at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (now NIST) in the 

early 1970s. 

DOE–2 (Winkelmann	F.C.,	et	al.	1993), sponsored by the U.S. Department 

of Energy (DOE), has its origins in the Post Office program written in the 

late 1960s for the U.S. Post Office. Both programs are widely used 

throughout the world. The main difference between the programs is in 

their load calculation method—DOE–2 uses a room weighting factor 

approach while BLAST uses a zone heat balance approach. 

Each program comprises hundreds of subroutines working together to 

simulate heat and mass Energy flows throughout a building. In both 

cases, simulation methodologies are difficult to trace or expand due to 

decades of development and a closed 70's vintage software architecture 

                                                        

7 http://www.esru.strath.ac.uk/Programs/ESP-r_overview.htm  
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that has resulted in ‘spaghetti code’ with data and subroutines for 

particular simulation capabilities spread throughout the program. 

To modify either program, a developer must have many years experience 

working within the code, knowledge of code unrelated to their task. and 

a significant investment of time and money. 

Questioning why the U.S. government supported two programs with 

comparable capabilities, discussions on merging the two programs 

began in earnest in 1994. In 1996, DOE began supporting the 

development of the new program named EnergyPlus. The EnergyPlus 

development team includes University of Illinois, Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory, DHL Consulting, Oklahoma State University, GARD 

Analytics, Florida Solar Energy Center, National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory, and DOE.  

EnergyPlus aims to be a program that is relatively simple to work with 

from the perspective of both the users and the developer. The 

development team made tremendous efforts to keep simulation code 

and algorithms as separate as possible and as modular as possible to 

minimize the overall knowledge that someone would need to have to add 

models to the program. Finally, the full coupling of building envelopes, 

systems, and plants can provide a better understanding of how a 

building responds not only to the environmental factors that impact the 

building but also the HVAC system as it attempts to meet the thermal 

loads on the building. 

 

4.1.1 What is EnergyPlus? 

Like its parent programs, EnergyPlus is an energy analysis and thermal 

load simulation program. Based on a user’s description of a building 

from the perspective of the building’s physical make-up, associated 

mechanical systems, etc., EnergyPlus will calculate the heating and 

cooling loads necessary to maintain thermal control set-points, 
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conditions throughout an secondary HVAC system and coil loads, and the 

energy consumption of primary plant equipment as well as many other 

simulation details that are necessary to verify that the simulation is 

performing as the actual building would. Many of the simulation 

characteristics have been inherited from the legacy programs of BLAST 

and DOE–2. Below is list of some of the features of the first release of 

EnergyPlus. While this list is not exhaustive, it is intended to give the 

reader and idea of the rigor and applicability of EnergyPlus to various 

simulation situations. 

• Integrated, simultaneous solution where the building response 

and the primary and secondary systems are tightly coupled 

(iteration performed when necessary)  

• Sub-hourly, user-definable time steps for the interaction between 

the thermal zones and the environment; variable time steps for 

interactions between the thermal zones and the HVAC systems 

(automatically varied to ensure solution stability)  

• ASCII text based weather, input, and output files that include 

hourly or sub-hourly environmental conditions, and standard and 

user definable reports, respectively  

• Heat balance based solution technique for building thermal loads 

that allows for simultaneous calculation of radiant and convective 

effects at both in the interior and exterior surface during each 

time step  

• Transient heat conduction through building elements such as 

walls, roofs, floors, etc. using conduction transfer functions  

• Improved ground heat transfer modelling through links to three-

dimensional finite difference ground models and simplified 

analytical techniques  

• Combined heat and mass transfer model that accounts for 

moisture adsorption/desorption either as a layer-by-layer 
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integration into the conduction transfer functions or as an 

effective moisture penetration depth model (EMPD)  

• Thermal comfort models based on activity, inside dry bulb, 

humidity, etc.  

• Anisotropic sky model for improved calculation of diffuse solar on 

tilted surfaces  

• Advanced fenestration calculations including controllable window 

blinds, electrochromic glazings, layer-by-layer heat balances that 

allow proper assignment of solar energy absorbed by window 

panes, and a performance library for numerous commercially 

available windows  

• Daylighting controls including interior illuminance calculations, 

glare simulation and control, luminaire controls, and the effect of 

reduced artificial lighting on heating and cooling  

• Loop based configurable HVAC systems (conventional and 

radiant) that allow users to model typical systems and slightly 

modified systems without recompiling the program source code  

• Atmospheric pollution calculations that predict CO2, SOx, NOx, 

CO, particulate matter, and hydrocarbon production for both on 

site and remote energy conversion  

• Links to other popular simulation environments/components 

such as WINDOW5, WINDOW6 and DElight to allow more detailed 

analysis of building components 

No program is able to handle every simulation situation. However, it is 

the intent of EnergyPlus to handle as many building and HVAC design 

options either directly or indirectly through links to other programs in 

order to calculate thermal loads and/or energy consumption on for a 

design day or an extended period of time (up to, including, and beyond a 

year).  
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Although it is important to note what EnergyPlus is, it is also important 

to remember what it is not.  

• EnergyPlus is not a user interface. It is intended to be the 

simulation engine around which a third-party interface can be 

wrapped. Inputs and outputs are simple ASCII text that is 

decipherable but best left to a GUI (graphical user interface). This 

approach allows interface designers to do what they do best—

produce quality tools specifically targeted toward individual 

markets and concerns. The availability of EnergyPlus frees up 

resources previously devoted to algorithm production and allows 

them to be redirected interface feature development in order to 

keep pace with the demands and expectations of building 

professionals.  

• EnergyPlus is currently not a life cycle cost analysis tool. It 

produces results that can then be fed into an LCC program. In 

general, calculations of this nature are better left to smaller 

“utility” programs which can respond more quickly to changes in 

escalation rates and changes to methodologies as prescribed by 

state, federal, and defence agencies.  

• EnergyPlus is not an architect or design engineer replacement. It 

does not check input, verify the acceptability or range of various 

parameters (expect for a limited number of very basic checks), or 

attempt to interpret the results. While many GUI programs assist 

the user in fine-tuning and correcting input mistakes, EnergyPlus 

still operates under the “garbage in, garbage out” standard. 

Engineers and architects will always be a vital part of the design 

and thermal engineering process.  

4.1.2 EnergyPlus structure 

The “spaghetti code” nature of the parent programs resulted in great 

confusion as to how information flowed within the program, when data 
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was modified or should be modified, and what was happening when. 

Thus, one of the goals of EnergyPlus development was to eliminate the 

interconnections between various program sections and the need to 

understand all parts of the code just to make an addition to a very 

limited part of the program. This goal was achieved through a program 

structure that implemented a “manager” philosophy. 

Integrated simulation is the underlying concept for EnergyPlus. Zone 

loads calculated (by a heat balance engine) at a user-specified time step 

(15-minute default) are passed to the building systems simulation 

module at the same time step. The building systems simulation module, 

with a variable time step (down to one minute as needed), calculates 

heating and cooling system and plant and electrical system response. 

Feedback from the building systems simulation module on loads not met 

is reflected in the next time step of the load calculations in adjusted 

space temperatures if necessary. 

By using an integrated solution, EnergyPlus solves the most serious 

deficiency of BLAST and DOE-2, the absence of feedback from sequential 

loads, system, and plant calculations that results in inaccurate 

predictions of space temperatures and system loads. Accurate prediction 

of space temperatures is crucial to Energy efficient system engineering—

system size, plant size, occupant comfort and occupant health are 

dependent on space temperatures. Integrated simulation also allows 

users to evaluate a number of processes that neither BLAST nor DOE–2 

can simulate well. Some of the more important include realistic system 

controls, moisture adsorption and desorption in building elements, 

radiant heating and cooling systems, and interzone air flow. 

Figure 4.1 shows overall EnergyPlus structure, with three basic 

components-simulation manager, heat and mass balance simulation 

module, and building systems simulation module. The simulation 

manager controls the entire simulation process. The heat and mass 
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balance calculations are derived from IBLAST, a research version of 

BLAST with integrated HVAC systems and building loads simulation.  

 

Figure 4.1: Overall EnergyPlus structure 

The building systems simulation manager handles data exchange among 

the heat balance engine and various HVAC modules and loops, such as 

coils, boilers, chillers, pumps, fans, and other equipment/components, as 

well as their input and output data. Gone are hardwired ‘template’ 

systems (VAV, constant volume reheat, etc.) of DOE–2 and BLAST-

replaced by user configurable heating and cooling equipment 

components and systems. Users can match the simulation to the actual 

system configuration.  
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In effect, the program consists of many pieces (i.e., modules) which when 

viewed graphically resemble an inverted tree. Instead of allowing lower 

level pieces of the program and calls to those sections of the code to 

infiltrate up to the highest level of the simulation, each branch exercises 

control over when its sub-branches are called. 

In effect, the program consists of many pieces (i.e., modules) which when 

viewed graphically resemble an inverted tree. Instead of allowing lower 

level pieces of the program and calls to those sections of the code to 

infiltrate up to the highest level of the simulation, each branch exercises 

control over when its sub-branches are called. 

4.1.3 Modularity 

One of the benefits of the structural improvements over the legacy 

programs is that the code can now be much more object-oriented and 

modular in nature. A result of the goal for improved structure in 

EnergyPlus was the definition of a well-organized, module concept that 

would facilitate adding features and links to other programs. It was 

decided that FORTRAN90 would be used for the initial release of 

EnergyPlus due to the fact that it:  

• is a modern, modular language with good compilers on many 

platforms  

• allows C-like data structures and mixed language modules  

• provides structure that begins to be object-based  

• allows long variable names (up to 32 characters)  

• provides backward compatibility with legacy code during the 

development process  

The key benefit of modularity is that researchers can develop modules 

concurrently without interfering with other modules under development 

and with only a limited knowledge of the entire program structure. This 

feature is critical to promoting both widespread use and broad 
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development of program models. EnergyPlus can only be successful if 

the pool of potential model developers increases significantly so that 

interest and economics drives what models are added to the program 

rather than have its extensions limited by a lack of intellectual resources. 

Thus, modularity and structure improvements in EnergyPlus solve the 

problems of not having enough experts to keep up with technology and 

the large start-up time and expense previously needed to bring someone 

up to speed on program additions. 

4.1.4 Input, Output and Weather data 

Both DOE–2 and BLAST have structured, readable input files that have 

evolved over many years. EnergyPlus input files are designed for easy 

maintenance and expansion. The input file is kept simple so that input 

data could be translated easily from CAD systems, other building-related 

programs, and pre-processors similar to those written for BLAST and 

DOE–2. EnergyPlus input files are somewhat readable but can be cryptic 

and were not intended to be the main interface for typical end-users. 

Most users are expected to use an interface for EnergyPlus from a third-

party developer. To make it easy for current DOE–2 and BLAST users to 

move to EnergyPlus, the team has written utilities that convert BLAST 

and DOE–2 loads input to EnergyPlus input structure. 

The International Alliance for Interoperability has developed an object-

oriented data protocol for building information exchange, known as 

Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) (Bazjanac	 V.,	 2003). Initial 

implementations of IFC began appearing in building CAD programs in 

2001. A utility is provided for creating EnergyPlus input files from CAD-

derived IFC files. 

EnergyPlus uses a free format input format that contains a complete 

object-based description of the building and its systems. The basic 

syntax is: object, data, data, ..., data; where ‘object’ is a pre-defined 

keyword denoting a building or system component, such as SURFACE, 

MATERIAL, LIGHTS, FURNACE, HEATING COIL, or BOILER. This keyword 
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is followed by a list of data values and terminating with a semicolon. 

These data describe performance characteristics and intended use for 

that object in the simulation. The output uses a similar philosophy to the 

input—simple text files with an object, time stamp, data, ..., data; syntax. 

Because the output data structure is simple, output post-processors can 

easily read the data and create more elaborate reports. The one 

drawback of the simple format is that the output files can be large. 

Weather data used by EnergyPlus [described as the EnergyPlus/ESP-r 

(E/E) format] also uses a simple text-based format, similar to the input 

and output files. 

A separate EnergyPlus utility converts standard weather formats such as 

TD1440 and DATSAV3 and newer typical year weather such as WYEC2, 

TMY2, and IWEC. Crawley, Hand and Lawrie (Crawley	 D.B.,	 et	 al.	 1999) 

describe the E/E weather data format. EnergyPlus (E/E) weather data 

for more than 560 locations is provided on the EnergyPlus web site—

275 locations in the United States, 55 locations in Canada, and more than 

230 locations in 70 other countries. 

 

Figure 4.2: EnergyPlus User interface 
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In summary, all data files associated with EnergyPlus— input, output, 

and weather—have simple self-contained formats that can be easily read 

and interpreted by spreadsheets, databases, or user interfaces. 

4.1.5 Testing and Validation 

While there are large sections of EnergyPlus that consist of brand new 

code, the majority of the heat balance code can be traced back to the 

original parent programs. It should be noted that while this code has 

been significantly reengineered the team used what has been termed an 

“evolutionary reengineering” (ER) process. In ER, program code is 

modified stepwise in an effort to restructure it, modularize it, replace old 

obsolete data structures, etc. The ultimate goal is to bring it up to current 

programming standards without starting over with new code. At each 

step along the way, the program is exercised over a variety of input files 

and parameters to insure that what were intended to be algorithm 

neutral changes in the program have not resulted in changes to the 

output. This process was very successful and bolstered confidence in the 

program. 

A critical part of EnergyPlus development has been continuous testing, 

with emphasis on comparative and analytical testing. Comparative 

testing of basic loads algorithms has been completed using ASHRAE 

Standard 140-2001 (ASHRAE,	2001) series of tests, a basic shoebox with 

windows and shading for both low mass and high mass construction. 

Testing EnergyPlus against itself has been critical to detect and resolve 

problems during development. The testing to date demonstrates that 

EnergyPlus provides results in good agreement with other simulation 

programs for simple cases. EnergyPlus is continuously aggressively 

tested throughout development. As testing results are completed, the 

results and testing methodologies are posted on the EnergyPlus web site. 

Various works are available from Witte (Witte	 M.J.,	 et	 al.	 2001)	 (Witte	

M.J.,	 et	 al.	 2004)	 and Henninger (Henninger	 R.H.,	 et	 al.	 2003) on 

EnergyPlus testing and validation. 
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In addition, comparisons could be made back to legacy programs to 

show that the new program is at a minimum as accurate as its 

predecessors. Beyond this, EnergyPlus has also been subjected to a 

lengthy and rigorous testing plan by an outside agency as well as 

numerous beta testers. This level of effort and collaboration is 

unprecedented in the history of energy analysis and thermal load 

calculation programs and has resulted in a much higher level of 

confidence in the results produced by EnergyPlus. 

4.1.6 “Open” Source code 

Another advantage of EnergyPlus that it shares with both BLAST and 

DOE–2 is that the source code of the program will be available and open 

for public inspection, revision, etc. The program is not intended to be a 

black box that is unintelligible to the users and developers around the 

world. While there are many conflicting ideas on what is meant by 

“open”, EnergyPlus is certainly not closed since this would be counter to 

the goals that have already been stated. The hope is that this access to 

source code will improve the accuracy and usability of the program over 

the long term and allow many developers to work on the program 

simultaneously. This “developer friendly” stance is critical to keeping 

EnergyPlus current and in step with technological advances. 

4.2 Sketch-up & Openstudio 

The Legacy OpenStudio Plug-in allows using the standard SketchUp tools 

to create and edit EnergyPlus zones and surfaces. It makes possible to 

explore an EnergyPlus input files by using all of the native SketchUp 3D 

capabilities to view the geometry from any vantage point, apply different 

rendering styles, and perform shadowing studies. The plug-in allows 

mixing EnergyPlus simulation content with decorative content such as 

background images, landscaping, people, and architectural finish 

details—all within the same SketchUp model. 
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Figure 4.3: OpenStudio User Interface 

The plug-in adds the building energy simulation capabilities of 

EnergyPlus to the SketchUp environment. It makes possible to launch an 

EnergyPlus simulation of the model being worked on and view the 

results without leaving SketchUp. 

Highlights of Legacy OpenStudio Plug-in include the ability to: 

 Create and edit EnergyPlus zones and surfaces 

 Launch EnergyPlus and view the results without leaving SketchUp 

 Match interzone surface boundary conditions 

 Search for surfaces and subsurfaces by object name 

 Add internal gains and simple outdoor air for load calculations 

 Add the ideal HVAC system for load calculations 

 Set and change default constructions 

 Add daylighting controls and illuminance map 

 Get help from tutorials and documentation 
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This plug-in makes it easier to work with EnergyPlus. However, 

expertise in using EnergyPlus at the text level is highly recommended for 

performing successful and accurate simulations. The Legacy OpenStudio 

Plug-in does not yet handle all critical input objects. Some editing of the 

input file will usually be required outside of SketchUp. You can use a text 

editor, a third-party interface/tool, or other program (for example, the 

IDF Editor) to edit EnergyPlus input files. 

The Legacy OpenStudio Plug-in for SketchUp was created by the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory for the U.S. Department of Energy. 

4.3 Esp-r 

Esp-r is a simulation tool composed by a calculation code and an 

integrated user interface primarily developed ta Strathclyde University 

in Scotland by the components of the ESRU team with the help of various 

other universities around the world. 

ESP-r allows an in-depth appraisal of the factors which influence the 

energy and environmental performance of buildings. The ESP-r system 

has been the subject of sustained developments since 1974 with the 

objective of simulating building performance in a manner that: a) is 

realistic and adheres closely to actual physical systems, b) supports 

early-through-detailed design stage appraisals, and c) enables integrated 

performance assessments in which no single issue is unduly prominent. 

ESP-r attempts to simulate the real world as rigorously as possible and 

to a level which is consistent with current best practice. By addressing all 

aspects simultaneously, ESP-r allows the designer to explore the 

complex relationships between a building's form, fabric, air flow, plant 

and control. ESP-r is based on a finite volume, conservation approach in 

which a problem (specified in terms of geometry, construction, 

operation, leakage distribution, etc.) is transformed into a set of 

conservation equations (for energy, mass, momentum, etc.) which are 
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then integrated at successive time-steps in response to climate, occupant 

and control system influences. ESP-r comprises a central Project 

Manager around which are arranged support databases, a simulator, 

various performance assessment tools and a variety of third party 

applications for CAD, visualisation and report generation. Figure 4.4 

shows an example of the Esp-r user interface. 

 

Figure 4.4: Esp-r User Interface 

Expertise Required: Understanding of thermo-physical processes in 

buildings, environmental systems and controls as well as domain 

expertise for electrical, microtoxin and CFD assessment domains (if 

used). 

Users: Primarily in Europe but with users and developers worldwide. 
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Audience: Engineers, researchers, energy consultants, multi-disciplinary 

design firms. 

Input: Building geometry can be defined via CAD tools, in-built CAD 

facilities or click-on-grid or image. ESP-r supports a building 

representation of arbitrary complexity (but most users work with 

models of 10-50 thermal zones. Models can be exported to other 

assessments tools such as EnergyPlus, Radiance (visual simulations) or 

VRML worlds. Constructional and operational attribution is achieved by 

selecting entities from support databases and associating these with the 

surfaces and spaces comprising the model. Models can be further 

attributed to account for temporal shading and insolation patterns, 

explicit radiation viewfactors, facade-integrated photovoltaic modules, 

temperature dependent thermophysical properties and CFD domains. As 

required, component networks can be defined to represent, for example, 

HVAC systems, distributed fluid flow (for the building-side air or plant-

side working fluids) and electrical distribution systems. Alternatively, 

users can use idealised environmental controls for early design-stage 

explorations. 

Simulations: With ESP-r, functionality follows description - simple 

models and operating regimes composed in a few minutes can be 

extended, in steps, to encompass the simultaneous solution of fabric 

(1/2/3D), air flow (network and/or coupled, transient CFD), electrical 

power, embedded renewables, plant system components, indoor air 

quality and lighting assessments via Radiance. Building and flow 

simulations can be undertaken at frequencies of one minute to one hour 

and system simulations can be from fractions of a second to an hour. 

Output: An interactive results analysis module is used to provide many 

different views of simulation results, undertake a variety of performance 

appraisals and explore the interactions between assessment domains. 

Tools are provided to enable the construction of an Integrated 

Performance View, which summarises performance over a range of 
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relevant criteria. The range of analyses is essentially unrestricted and 

data can be exported to other analysis and graphing tools (but many 

users find they rarely need to access spreadsheets). 

Strengths: In addition to state of the art standard simulation features, 

ESP-r has powerful capability to simulate many innovative or leading 

edge technologies including daylight utilisation, natural ventilation, 

contaminant distribution, combined heat and electrical power 

generation and photovoltaic facades, adaptive 3D transient CFD, multi-

gridding (2D and 3D conduction), and control systems. 

Weaknesses: Specialist features require knowledge of the particular 

subject. Although robust and increasingly used for consulting, ESP-r 

retains much of the look and feel of a research tool and lacks the 

extensive databases associated with commercial tools. The current 

Windows implementation does not conform to the standard look and 

feel of most Windows applications and lacks a few features available on 

other platforms. ESP-r does yet provide a built-in undo function. ESP-r 

dialogs and contextual help messages are a bit heavy on jargon. ESP-r is 

much better learned via interactions with a mentor than by self-

instruction. 

4.3.1 ESP-r capabilities  

ESP-r supports a range of assessments, from simple models constructed 

by novice users, to models that capture the complexities observed in real 

scale designs. The applicability of ESP-r to a particular problem is 

normally assisted by an insight into the program's capability against a 

range of topics. 

 Building zones and the building thermophysical processes within 

thermal zones. 

 Exemplars in support of training are provided and browsing of 

current projects is supported. 
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 Occupants, lights and small power casual gains within zones. 

 Treatment of artificial lighting and daylighting power within 

zones. 

 Surface heat transfer regimes within rooms and with outside 

surfaces. 

 2D and 3D conduction within and between surfaces. 

 Long wave radiation exchange between surfaces in rooms and 

with the outside environment. 

 Short wave radiation exchange between surfaces in rooms and 

with the outside environment. 

 The prediction of shading and insolation patterns and the climatic 

data that models use. 

 Moisture exchange between rooms and within surfaces. 

 Treatment of air flows between rooms based on network air flow 

modelling. 

 Treatment of detailed air flow within rooms based on 

computational fluid dynamics approaches. 

 Use of zone, flow & systems controls to approximate interactions 

within buildings. 

 Support for databases for commonly referenced entities within 

buildings and systems as well as a parallel set of generic 

databases providing information on data sources. 

 Handling uncertainty within models. 

 Embedding validation tests with the program. 
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Chapter5 

5 Simplifications protocol 

In the following Chapter, the various simplifications applied to the design 

model are detailed. 

Following the simplification protocol each step tackles one of the most 

relevant characteristics of the building model description starting from 

the most generic and less invasive simplifications up to the most 

impactful on the model description. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3 each simplification step is based on common 

simplifications applied to energy models during the working practice of 

design teams to deal with the lack of information and time available 

during the design process, especially during early design. 
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For each of the steps the common practice simplification is considered 

and, if possible, the best solution in term of limitation of the difference 

generation is given. 

Each simplification process and hypothesis are carefully detailed and 

their impact on the design process is analysed in term of availability and 

certainty of the information needed. In addition, details are given on the 

application of the single steps to the case studies discussed later. 

5.1 Step 01: Simplified Constructions 

The first step in the simplification process regards the building 

constructions of the opaque and transparent surfaces. The simplification 

is based on the identification of a single construction type for each kind 

of surface present in the model. 

The simplified construction scheme is based on the identification of six 

construction types:  

1. exterior walls,  

2. exterior roof,  

3. exterior floor,  

4. fenestrations,  

5. interior walls  

6. interior floors.  

Of those, in the decision tool, only the first four will be required as input 

data, while the last two will be defined using standard input data 

depending on the building structure. Therefore the first three 

construction types, related to opaque surfaces, are characterized by a 

thermal transmittance value [W/m2K] and a thermal mass linked again 

to the building structure. Hence, the tool defines a new fictitious 
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construction type in the detailed form required by EnergyPlus, to 

properly account for thermal inertia of the building. 

The fourth kind of construction type is linked with transparent surfaces, 

windows and fenestration in general, and, due to its complexity, it is not 

properly represented by a standardized input. This construction type 

will be selected from a database providing reasonable geometrical and 

material features. 

Relatively to the construction type, the simplification step constitutes a 

relevant reduction in the number of input data, going from a complete 

description of each construction type present and all the materials to a 

total of three input data for transmittance and two database selections. 

This simplification in input data is also in accordance with the 

information available during conceptual design, detailed constructions 

are not yet known and typically only the general structural type and 

target transmittance are defined. 

In the case studies analysed during the research, for each construction 

type previously mentioned the reference transmittance is identified by a 

weighted average of the transmittance of all the construction elements 

present in function of their individual surface area, as detailed in the 

following formula (1). 

�� = �� �� × ��

�

���

� �� ��

�

���

��  (1) 

Where: 

U� =  Average thermal transmittance of the surface type [W/m2K] 

U� =  Thermal transmittance of the i-th surface [W/m2K] 

A� =  Total area of the i-th surface [m2] 

n =  Total number of surfaces of the considered type 
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Adding the known structural geometry of the building, the six reference 

construction types are then identified. For fenestrations the actual 

construction types are now identified by the only relevant type of 

windows present in the test case, triple glazed windows with insulated 

plastic frame. 

5.2 Step 02: Removal of external obstructions 

The second simplification step is identified by the removal of all external 

obstructions modelled, like surrounding buildings or other external 

elements, and it consists in the deletion of any shadowing surface 

implemented in the complete model, with the exclusion of specifically 

designed obstructions. Shadowing surfaces for fenestrations can be 

simplified requiring the vertical distance from the window and the 

horizontal length of the overhang. 

This step is not dictated by the unavailability of needed information, as 

the position of the building and its surroundings are one of the first 

information known, but by the observation that the modelling of external 

obstruction would be a too cumbersome and detailed work for an early-

stage, and is in fact one of the most common simplifications applied in 

practice without noticing. Conversely, shadowing of fenestrations can be 

a specific design choice with significant impact on energy needs and 

requires to be modelled even if the exact dimensions of each shadowing 

element are probably not yet known. 

5.3 Step 03: Zone Lumping 

Lumping of zones per floor consists in the characterization of each floor 

of the building with one single thermal zone. This, with the simplification 

of constructions, allows defining an entire building floor with a really 

limited number of building surfaces, and therefore a limited number of 

inputs. Also limiting the number of zones per floor to one impacts on the 
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need for definition of zone archetypes, removing all the accessory zones 

and characterizing each floor, and therefore the building itself, by its 

main zone destination. This is a relevant simplification hypothesis and is 

expected to greatly affect the model behaviour. 

This simplification is greatly in accordance with the available data during 

the initial design phases as the interior space distribution is typically not 

known until the final stages of design, and even when known, it is usually 

only a rough hypothesis highly subject to future continuous changes. In 

addition to this, the majority of information required for a complete 

characterization of each zone archetype is not available during the 

design process and often until the commissioning of the building. 

In the planned decision tool a database of pre-constructed archetypes is 

implemented to set-up internal gains, air infiltrations and time schedules 

(occupancy, lighting and so on). All temperature and humidity set-points 

are to be considered as independent input data associated with default 

values. It is also expected that, in the decision tool, all the floors above 

the ground floor will be linked to a unique database selection, while the 

underground floor is characterized by a different selection especially in 

term of set-points.  

In the case studies each floor is represented by a single zone, neglecting 

the modelling of staircases, and each zone-floor is characterized by the 

zone archetype considered potentially prevalent in terms of 

heated/cooled volume in the complete model. 

5.4 Step 04: Simplified transparent surfaces 

This simplification step is meant to reduce the data input needed to fully 

model transparent surfaces of the entire building. It requires the 

previous simplification step, namely the lumping of zones per floor. The 

idea at the base of this step is to model the sum of all transparent 

surfaces on each floor with only four transparent surfaces, or 
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fenestration object in EnergyPlus, one for each relative cardinal 

direction. For each building floor and for each compass direction only 

one transparent surface is identified with the purpose to model all the 

surfaces oriented in that direction. 

Two solutions have been identified as the most adequate for the 

purpose: 

1) the modelling of one single surface with a total area equal to the 

total area of all transparent surfaces of the complete model and 

generated with a reference fenestration height, for a total of two 

data input (total area and height) for each surface and a total of 

eight for each floor (total area and height in the four building 

vertical plane directions), and  

2) the modelling of one single surface representative of one specific 

fenestration of the complete model, multiplied through a surface 

multiplier to obtain the total area of the fenestration, thus 

requiring three input data for each direction (total area, height 

and window number).  

Different simulations have been performed based on these two 

modelling hypothesis. On an accuracy standpoint no relevant difference 

is observed, with relative differences generally around 0.1%, and not 

significantly favouring one solution over the other. Supported by these 

analyses the first of the two solutions is hence preferred, presenting 

comparable accuracy in results, but a more streamlined data input 

structure requiring less information with a simpler building model.  

Like the previous ones, this simplification is greatly in accordance with 

information available during early design, as usually only the total area 

of transparent surfaces and a general idea of the type of window to be 

used is fixed, leaving the details for subsequent design phases. 
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5.5 Step 05: Single floor standardization 

The purpose of this simplification step is to be able to geometrically 

describe one single floor element to represent the entire building, greatly 

reducing the number of input required for the model especially in the 

case multiple storey buildings. This is achieved by removing all 

accessory spaces and by standardizing the different floor plans to a 

reference one. This simplification step does not directly influence the 

final tool but permits the implementation of a subsequent simplification 

step called “zone squaring” (see Step06 below). This simplification step 

does not have a direct correlation to the actual design process, being 

directed to the simplification of the model description; yet during 

conceptual design the shape of the building can drastically change by one 

design version to the next. A complete and detailed geometrical 

description could be an unnecessary burden, requiring longer modelling 

times and limiting the integration of energy analysis in the design 

process. 

In the proposed case studies this simplification step is performed by 

removing all the accessory zones, the deposit zones of the roof and the 

underground cavity interspaces, considered in the model through the 

application of appropriate outside boundary conditions to the 

underground floors. This simplification is to be replicated in the final 

tool with the addition of one data input in reference to underground 

boundaries. 

5.6 Step 06: Zone Squaring 

In conjunction with the previous step, this simplification is meant to 

allow the full geometrical description of the building with a limited 

number of inputs. More in detail the “zone squaring” intent is to describe 

the geometry of a single zone with a simple rectangular box. 
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As this step represent another strong departure of the model from the 

real building, accurate evaluations must be carried on to determine the 

best modelling technique to minimize the differences generated by the 

simplification. 

The major geometrical aspect impacting the thermal behaviour of the 

building can be identified as the area of the vertical dispersant surfaces, 

therefore maintaining them as similar as possible as in the complete 

model is the first priority of the simplified model. The simplified zone 

box is therefore modelled equalling the relative South-North and relative 

east-west exposed surfaces area to the ones of the complete model. The 

decision tool defines the exact orientation of the building through an 

additional input describing the rotation from relative North to the true 

North. 

The second major aspect that influences thermal behaviour is the zone 

floor area, which is a dispersant surface for the terminal zones and 

characterizes all internal gains and air changes. Modelling the zone as a 

simple box can lead to important errors in the estimation of floor area, so 

an additional input is required for the average floor area of the building. 

The final simplified model is characterized by four data inputs: South-

North face length, east-west face length, medium floor height and total 

floor area. 

Like for the previous simplification, Step 06 is also associated with the 

idea that an accurate geometrical model of the building is not needed 

during the first design stages also due to continuous changes of the 

building shape, therefore favouring an easier and faster modelling 

process to better suit the integrated design process. 

In the case studies, this simplification step is applied analysing three 

different methodologies (specifically in Case Study 1 with VAV system 

hypothesis) to estimate the floor area and to evaluate their effect:  
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1) Floor area equal to the area of the box generated by vertical 

surfaces, 

2) Floor area equal to the mean floor area of the building and 

3) Floor area specified for each floor. 

As expected the first methodology presents a relevant difference 

compared with the complete model due to the significant errors in 

modelled floor area compared to the real building. In this case, being the 

building quite regular in shape, the output difference corresponds to 

2.5%, which is considered relevant and can become larger with more 

complex building shapes. The difference between the last two 

methodologies is instead considered marginal (<1%) and not influenced 

by building shape. The third option is the more accurate, but the second 

one requires significantly less input data and is more suitable for early 

design phases and it is therefore favoured over the other two 

alternatives. The complete analysis is then performed based on the 

second floor area estimation methodology, i.e. floor area equal to the 

mean floor area of the building. 

5.7 Step 07: Standardization of transparent surfaces 

During simplification Step 4, concerning transparent surfaces, the 

calculation of total surfaces for each cardinal direction was made 

singularly for each floor. In this simplification step this calculation is 

carried out for the entire building and then divided by the number of 

floors, obtaining the same surface area for each floor and therefore 

significantly further reducing the number of inputs required by the 

model. 

The simplification is also in accordance with the design process itself as, 

generally, the detailed dimension of the single windows is not fixed until 

the later design phases and therefore an accurate calculation of 

fenestration area, different for each floor, is not possible and easily 
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subject to changes. It is therefore more useful to refer to an average 

fenestration area for each compass direction. 

5.8 Step 08: Number of Modelled Floors 

The last simplification step is meant to model a building through a fixed 

number of floors, and therefore thermal zones, regardless of the actual 

number of floors of the real building, reproducing them with zone 

multipliers applied to the modelled zones. 

This step does not have any relation with the design process, as the 

number of floors is likely known, being essential information that cannot 

be initially overlooked. The actual floor number is taken into account by 

this simplification although not modelling each floor with a specific zone, 

but considering a zone “multiplier” as described below. 

This also does not change the input scheme or reduce the number of data 

inputs required for the creation of the model as the number of building 

floors is the only input concerned by this step, which is essential as 

previously mentioned. The purpose of this simplification step is to create 

a more standardized simplified model, in order to obtain a decision tool 

with a more streamlined model generation. 

In the case studies this simplification is implemented by modelling a 

maximum total of three zones, or floors, one for the lower floor, one for 

the top floor and one for the middle floors. For the latter, a multiplier 

number (equal to the middle floors number in the test case) is applied to 

consider all the building floors. 
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Chapter6 

6 Simplification process and 
Case studies definition 

Based on the simplification approach previously described, consisting of 

a series of progressive simplifications starting from a fully detailed 

building model up to an extremely simplified one, a protocol is detailed 

able to be applied to case studies subsequently defined. 

The application of the protocol will allow to evaluate the impact of the 

single simplification hypothesis on the results of the dynamic simulation 

leading to the comprehension and quantification of the connection 

between the model description and the accuracy of the results. 
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6.1 Simplification process 

For each of the case studies identified later in this Chapter, and for each 

of the system hypothesis made, a detailed building model is developed 

characterizing the building to a high level of detail based on the large 

amount of information available on the building geometry as well as 

construction, thermal zoning, internal loads and occupant behaviour and 

system settings. 

Those models, which constitute the starting point of our analyses, are 

meant to represent an adequately detailed simulation model of the 

buildings, developed during the later stages of building design or during 

the operation of the structure when all the information needed are 

available to the modeller, all the hypotheses are limited to a minimum 

and no time restrictions are applied. For the purpose of this study a 

model is deemed adequately detailed if able to represent the thermal 

characteristics and behaviour of the real buildings therefore producing 

useful results. All case studies analysed represents existing buildings for 

which monitored data are available in term of energy consumption with 

different degrees of detail. Every detailed model is therefore calibrated 

based on monitored data to obtain results comparable to the real 

building behaviour and within a few percentage points of differences and 

certainly under a 5% margin in term of total consumption. 

Starting from the aforementioned detailed models, the simplification 

steps detailed in Chapter 5 are progressively applied from Step 1 to Step 

8. The objective of the application of the single simplifications to the case 

studies is to evaluate the impact of each of them on the alteration of the 

simulation results. Those simplification steps needs to be implemented 

progressively due to the consequential nature of some of the later steps 

compared to the previous ones as mentioned in Chapter 5.  

To successfully compare the results obtained by the various 

simplification steps to the ones of the corresponding detailed models, a 
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number of relevant points of comparison must be identified. Those 

reference points are identified based on the objective of evaluating the 

accuracy of the model in reference to the most useful data typically used 

in early building design stages, application to which is the object of this 

project. 

A total of six points of comparison are extrapolated from the results of 

the simulation: 

1) The annual energy heating loads of the building: this value 

represent the amount of heating thermal energy required by the 

building to maintain the comfort set-points inside the zones for 

the duration of a simulation year; 

2) The annual energy cooling loads of the building: this value 

represent the amount of cooling thermal energy required by the 

building to maintain the comfort set-points inside the zones for 

the duration of a simulation year; 

3) The peak load request for the heating system: this value represent 

the maximum heating thermal power required by the whole 

building to maintain the comfort set-points inside the zones at 

any point during the year; 

4) The peak load request for the cooling system: this value represent 

the maximum cooling thermal power required by the whole 

building to maintain the comfort set-points inside the zones at 

any point during the year; 

5) The power-time curve for the heating system: this set of value 

represents the total number of hours during the simulation years 

in which a specific heating thermal power is required or 

exceeded; 

6) The power-time curve for the cooling system: this set of value 

represents the total number of hours during the simulation years 

in which a specific cooling thermal power is required or exceeded. 
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The first two reference points are deemed the most relevant results for 

comparison of different building design, therefore extremely useful 

during concept design. The last four points are most useful in system 

sizing so to know the required size of the equipment and the use of the 

system on a temporal standpoint. 

For each case study building hereafter identified and on each of its 

individual system hypothesis the simplification protocol is applied 

extrapolating, for each progressive simplification step, the chosen 

reference points from the simulation results and comparing them with 

the results of the detailed model and those of the previews steps.  

The results of those analyses, singularly for each case study, can be read 

in Chapter 7. The discussion of the results on a general basis, concerning 

the simplification protocol as a whole, are instead reported in Chapter 8. 

6.2 Case studies selection Principles 

Before selecting the single case studies to simulate to evaluate he results 

of the simplification process it is essential to define the principles that 

guided the selections of the case studies building described in the 

following subchapters. 

The main selection principles followed are: 

1) Non-residential buildings: with this imposition all buildings used 

for residential purposes, such as houses, apartment buildings etc., 

are excluded from this work, leaving as object of this study only 

commercial, office and service buildings in general, this is due to 

the reason that non-residential building are generally more 

interesting for the application of energy simulations as more 

energy intensive, also those kind of building are often more 

complex and non-standard and therefore would gain much more 

from the application of energy analyses during design process 

compared to standard residential buildings; 
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2) Medium-large buildings: the research will focus its attention on 

large enough buildings to reasonably justify the use of advanced 

analyses such as dynamic energy simulation during their design. 

It can also be said that the larger is the building the more is the 

energy involved in its life cycle and therefore the more important 

is the integration of energy analyses and whole building design. 

For the purpose of this work a building can be considered 

medium-large if its floor area approaches 2000m2; 

3) Different energy performance levels: the case studies must be 

chosen over a varied sample in term of energy performances so to 

ensure the ability to draw conclusions from the results 

independently from the energy efficiency level of the buildings 

and eventually evaluate their impact on the results of the 

analyses. Energy performances can be estimated based on the 

available information, design objectives, year of construction, 

existing consumption, constructions and system characteristics; 

4) Different occupational behaviour of the buildings: the research 

aims to evaluate the results of the simplification approach on a 

various array of building types. It is therefore essential to choose 

the case studies characterized by different occupational 

behaviour inside the selected sample, this is to ensure different 

internal loads profiles and system settings so to evaluate their 

impact on the results. 

Inside a restricted set of possible case studies identified by medium-

large non-residential buildings the intent is to select as different 

buildings as possible to better evaluate the results of the application of 

the simplification process on the broader possible sample available 

avoiding the risk of obtaining results overly dependent on the case study 

selection. 
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For the objectives of this work a number of three case studies is deemed 

adequate and therefore the following buildings are selected, and better 

defined in the following sub-chapters: 

1) A refurbished office building with high energy performance; 

2) An old clinic building with very poor energy performance; 

3) A newly built commercial building with “by law” energy 

performaces. 

All the case studies considered in this research are situated in the North 

of Italy due to the necessity of having access of as much information 

about the buildings as possible. However, this is not a distinctive feature 

of the sample and the results can be easily generalized to similar climatic 

conditions or expanded by applying the process to selected case studies 

in specific climates. 

6.3 Case study 1: ExPost Building 

6.3.1 Building description 

The case study in exam is an office building built in 1954, fully renovated 

in 2007, situated in Bolzano, Italy, and certified as Klimahaus Gold with a 

calculated energy demand of 7 kWh/m²y according to Klimahaus 

calculation (Troi	A.,	et	al.	2008). The heated surface amounts to 2'841 m2 

for an inner volume of 12817 m3. A view of the South-East front of the 

building can be seen in Figure 6.1. 

The building shell is designed as an External Thermal Insulation 

Composite system with 35 cm of expanded polystyrene (EPS), reaching a 

U-value of 0.08 W/m2K. The facade arrangement of the existing 

structure, with a low window fraction of 16%, was kept. The windows 

are of the 3-pane type with plastic frame, insulated in the sunscreen 

plane with polyurethane. The result is passive-house suitable windows 

with a U-value of 0.79 W/m2K. 
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Figure 6.1: ExPost - A view from the train station 

On the system side, the building is provided with mechanical ventilation 

handled by a central AHU, which provide refrigeration and 

dehumidification of the intake air. The Air Handling Unit (AHU) is also 

equipped with a high efficiency enthalpic heat recovery system with a 

90% sensible effectiveness and 75% latent effectiveness. An electric 

chiller powers the refrigerant circuit, with a nominal COP (Coefficient of 

Performance) of 3.5 and 87.5 kW capacity.   

Air heating is handled by re-heater coils and fan-coils connected via a 

water circuit to a central heating condensing boiler with 60 kW capacity 

and 100% efficiency. 
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6.3.2 Detailed model description 

As a first step in the analysis a complete and exhaustive building model, 

Figure 6.2, has been developed using EnergyPlus and its interface plugin 

Openstudio. 

The model consists in thirty-five homogenous thermal zones fully 

describing all conditioned volumes, underground semi-conditioned 

spaces and all accessory non-conditioned volumes like deposits and 

interspaces. The vertical effect of staircases is also taken into account by 

modelling the two existing stairwells as an unique thermal zone each. 

Twenty-three constructions types are identified to characterize the 

construction in its totality, of which two are windows, triple glazed 

Krypton windows for above ground and double glazed air windows for 

underground spaces. To do so twenty-five different “material” objects 

are modelled.  

  

Figure 6.2: ExPost - Overall view of the detailed model 

Each window is modelled separately for a total of 198 fenestration 

surfaces of which forty-five inter-zone surfaces modelled in the 

underground interspaces. All the relevant shadowing objects have been 
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modelled, comprising all the adjacent structures, in this case situated to 

the North-west of the building, and the building specific solar 

obstructions, consisting only in canopies above the two main entrances 

of the buildings as there is no individual shadowing for the various 

fenestrations. 

Four zone archetypes  are defined to characterize the various zones, each 

one defined in terms of occupancy, lights, electrical equipment and air 

infiltration, each defined by a design value function of the zone area and 

a suitably written time schedule. Temperature and humidity set-points 

and set-backs are also defined for each archetype following the real 

behaviour of the building through the use of monitored data. For our test 

case, the zone archetypes are defined as office, deposit, circulation and 

exhibition. 

In terms of HVAC system representation three different modelling 

hypothesis are made:  

• An “Ideal loads” air system which represents the simplest system 

possible and operates by ideally adding or removing thermal 

energy from the air balance of he zones; 

• a “Unitary” system with humidity control in which each single 

zone is provided with a separate conditioning system comprised 

of an AHU with direct expansion electric cooling coil and gas 

heating coil; 

• a Variable Air Volume system, subsequently identified as VAV, 

with humidity control comprised of a central AHU with cooling 

and heating coils and reheat coils for each zone, all coils are 

connected to hot or cool water circuits respectively powered by a 

central gas boiler and an electric centrifugal chiller; 

• a VAV system completely similar to the previous case but without 

humidity control. 
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All systems are characterized by the same air flow rates and modelled 

accordingly to the equipment installed and the actual use of the building. 

The three different models have been chosen so to evaluate the effect of 

the simplification in various possible representations of the system and 

to analyse the effect of Humidity control on estimated differences. 

Standard monthly mean ground temperature reported in the weather 

file has been modified to better represent the reality of the case study by 

imposing a temperature difference between the internal temperature 

and the ground temperature of 2°C. A consolidated method suggested in 

the EnergyPlus documentation is used. Such modification is necessary 

since the monthly mean ground temperatures in the EnergyPlus weather 

file are too extreme to describe the real values under a conditioned 

building. 

The simulation is performed for the duration of one solar year, starting 

January 1st and ending December 31st, under conditions provided by 

weather file “Bolzano 160200 (IGDG)” of the EnergyPlus database, 

identified as being the closest to the real building location. 

Results of the simulation are then calibrated based on actual measured 

data available for the building mainly in terms of internal set-points to 

better represent the behaviour of the real building. 

6.4 Case study 2: Castelli Clinic 

6.4.1 Building description 

The structure of the private clinic building in exam, founded in 1933 as a 

private clinic, is located in the centre of Bergamo (Italy) and consists of 

various building elements constructed between 1930 and 1970 

characterized by having suffered several modifications and expansions 

through time, all sharing the same low level of energy efficiency. 
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The following figure, Figure 6.3, represents the urban context in which it 

is inserted, through the aid of orthophotos so to analyse the distribution 

of clinic building parts. 

 

Figure 6.3: Castelli Clinic - Top view of the building and its surroundings 

The complex is consisting of 7 buildings with different technical and 

structural characteristics, typical of complexes formed by progressive 

expansions carried out in different times. 

In particular the core of the clinic (B), as seen in Figure 6.4, can be 

identified as built around 1930 as a 3 storey building and raised to 5 

floors between ‘60 and ‘70 together with the addition of 4 storey blocks 

A and D and 5 storey block C. 

The clinic also consists of some ancillary buildings built in the 30s and 

subsequently incorporated by the clinic; buildings D,E and F are 4 storey 

buildings while building  G has 3 floors. 
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Finally the accessory building H can be identified, built in ‘70 and 

developed on a single floor. 

 

Figure 6.4: Castelli Clinic - Complex framework and identification of the 

buildings 

In relation to the period of construction of the facility and its expansion 

over time it is possible to characterize the opaque surfaces of the 

buildings in 3 different categories. The walls built in the 30s are 

characterized by the average thickness of 40 cm of rock bearing. The 

portions of walls made in mid ‘60 are made of mixed stone and load-

bearing extruded bricks to an average thickness of 35cm, ultimately the 

walls forming the structures built in 1970 are made of load-bearing 

hollow bricks with thickness of 40cm. All the walls are plastered on both 

sides and, due to lack of subsequent energy requalification on the 

building, are free of any kind of insulation materials. The walls are then 
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characterized by high thermal transmittance values (ranging from 1.3 to 

2.1 W/m2K) and low values of insulation against air infiltration. 

Similarly, the horizontal surfaces between the floors and in contact with 

the external environment have been realized according to traditional 

techniques in mixed brick reinforced concrete and do not present any 

kind of solutions suitable for thermal insulation. The sloping roofs are 

characterized by layers of wood and tiles and are also devoid of any 

thermal insulation. 

It is also possible to note that the structure has a good state of 

preservation of external surfaces, except for buildings G and H, which 

present plaster detachments on different points of the facade. 

With regards to the transparent components of the envelope two 

different types of frames can be identified: single-glazed windows with a 

frame made of wood, mainly concentrated in the structures B, E, G and 

double glazed windows with standard 3-13-3 air filled double glazing 

and variable wood or aluminium frame without thermal break mainly 

concentrated in the A, C and D blocks. 

A mixture of mechanical ventilation of the premises through single UTAs 

and uncontrolled natural ventilation through windows characterizes the 

air distribution system.  

The air conditioning system, separated from the air distribution system, 

is characterized by fan-coils connected to a water circuit both for heating 

and for cooling.  

The plant generation subsystem of the clinic consists essentially of two 

980 kW boilers connected in cascade with activation priority for the 

service of heating and production of sanitary hot water that are to serve 

buildings A, B, C, D, E and G.  

The building F, intended for administration offices, is served by two 

independent boilers and connected to the gas supply with their own 

counter. 
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The electrical system, instead, receives the supply in medium-voltage 

with an available power of 485 kW, connected to it are the two water 

chillers that supply the air conditioning system for a total cooling 

capacity of 240kW. 

6.4.2 Detailed model description 

As a first step in the analysis a complete and exhaustive building model 

has been developed using EnergyPlus and its interface plugin 

Openstudio. 

The geometrical model, visible in Figure 6.5, is developed starting from 

existing documentation, therefore, the dimensions and geometrical 

properties of each building are identified through the help of available 

plans and field surveys.  

 

Figure 6.5: Castelli Clinic – Overall view of the detailed model 

The volume and footprint of the structure are defined through the 

definition of 31 building blocks for a total volume of 22965m3 and a total 

external wall surface of 8864m2. In addition, a number of shading 

surfaces are modelled such to describe all the shading elements present 
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on the structure as well as the buildings in the vicinity that influence the 

structure under consideration. 

Thermal zones that make up the building are then identified. This 

division is made according to the principle of uniformity of use 

conditions of the premises and internal set-points, trying to minimize the 

number of thermal zones constituting the building but affecting as little 

as possible on its thermodynamic behaviour. A total of 84 thermal zones 

are identified, of which 74 are subject to occupancy and therefore are 

thermally controlled. 

The individual zones are subsequently characterized in terms of 

operation, set-points, occupancy, ventilation, electrical load and 

domestic hot water requirements in 11 different zone types. Each value 

has been identified by comparing the reference values recommended by 

current legislation and actual values recorded by the sampling survey in 

some of the structure’s rooms.  

The temperature set-point, unitarily defined for the entire structure 

match at 22.5°C for the heating period and 28°C for the summer. The 

only exception is of particular rooms such as surgery rooms, 

characterized by a specific constant set point of 21°C. Each type of zone 

is then characterized by defining a profile of all set-points and usage 

values as a function of direct observation of actual behaviour of the 

structure. Each zone is further characterized by values of thermal mass 

equivalent to the internal partitions not modelled by zone partitioning. 

The building envelope is then characterized by the definition of 21 wall 

types for the opaque components and three window types for the 

transparent components that describe the individual parts of the 

envelope as previously identified. Depending on the state of 

conservation of the envelope is also assumed a conventional value of air 

infiltration equal to 0.7 volumes/hour. 

The consumption of domestic hot water is also modelled depending on 

the intended use of the various areas of the clinic according to 
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standardized patterns of consumption. To allow for a simplified plant 

modelling the hypothesis that all the exchange of air in single rooms 

takes place in a controlled way is assumed.  This allows the definition of 

an air volume exchange function of the number of occupants variable 

between 10-15 l/s per person and 15 vol/h depending on the intended 

use of the individual rooms.  

In terms of HVAC system representation three different modelling 

hypothesis are made:  

• An “Ideal loads” air system which represents the simplest system 

possible and operates by ideally adding or removing thermal 

energy from the air balance of the zones; 

• a “Unitary” system with humidity control in which each single 

zone is provided with a separate conditioning system comprised 

of an AHU with direct expansion electric cooling coil and gas 

heating coil; 

• a “Fan-coil” air system in which conditioning is achieved with 

recirculating fan-coil units powered by natural gas boilers and 

electrical chillers, adequately representing the real system 

available in the buildings. 

All systems are characterized by the same air flow rates and modelled 

accordingly to the equipment installed and the actual use of the building. 

The three different models have been chosen so to evaluate the effect of 

the simplification in various possible representations of the system. 

Standard monthly mean ground temperature reported in the weather 

file has been modified to better represent the reality of the case study by 

imposing a temperature difference between the internal temperature 

and the ground temperature of 2°C. A consolidated method suggested in 

the EnergyPlus documentation is used. Such modification is necessary 

since the monthly mean ground temperatures in the EnergyPlus weather 
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file are too extreme to describe the real values under a conditioned 

building. 

The simulation is performed for the duration of one solar year, starting 

January 1st and ending December 31st, under conditions provided by 

weather file “Bergamo – Orio al Serio 160760 (IGDG)” of the energyPlus 

database, identified as being the closest to the real building location.  

The subsequent verification and calibration of the model as a function of 

the consumption data available allow the limitation of the errors on the 

total consumption of up to values lower than 2%. 

6.5 Case study 3: Gech Bingo 

6.5.1 Building description 

The building exam of this study, identified as the “GECH Bingo”, is a 

commercial structure mainly used as a bingo hall; a slot machine room 

and a betting room are also present in the structure. 

The building is situated in Curnasco, in the proximity of Bergamo (Italy) 

and was recently built in 2010. 

The following image, Figure 6.6, represents the urban context in which it 

is inserted, through the aid of a top view of the building and the 

surroundings, with accessory structures, roads and parking slots. 

The building is composed in precast reinforced concrete elements for 

both horizontal and vertical structures, developed on three levels, an 

underground floor used as a covered parking lot, the main ground level 

floor where all the major activities of the building are carried out, and a 

partly opened top floor where technical rooms and plant equipment are 

situated. 
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Figure 6.6: Gech Bingo - Top view of the building complex 

Below in Figure 6.7 the layout of the main ground floor can be seen, 

consisting of all the different playing rooms, offices and accessory spaces.  

The layout consists in one major hall, subdivided in non-smoking and 

smoking area following Italian regulations, used as a Bingo room 

(respectively 14 and 15 in Figure 6.7), a slot machine hall (3 and 4 also 

non-smoking and smoking area) and a betting room accessible from the 

outside (5). Linked to those are a number of accessory spaces like 

entrance hall (1), offices (2), food preparation areas (11, 12 and 13) and 

other services. 
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Figure 6.7: Gech Bingo - Main floor layout 

The envelope is composed of modular precast concrete elements already 

featuring insulation layers and finishes for both horizontal and vertical 

surfaces. Due to the modularity of the structure only four kinds of 

constructions are present. The roof, characterized by an insulation layer 

of 10cm of expanded polystyrene and a thermal conductivity of 0.303 

W/m2K. The floor to the underground parking lot, also characterized by 

10cm of expanded polystyrene for a total thermal conductivity of 0.293 

W/m2K. External walls with 7cm of insulation and thermal conductivity 

of 0.363 W/m2K and lastly external un-insulated walls to the stairwells 

with thermal conductivity of 2.251 W/m2K.  
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Due to the nature of the building transparent surfaces are limited and 

only positioned at the entrance and in the betting room, nonetheless, to 

comply with current regulation (D.Rg. VIII/8745 Lombardy Region), all 

are double glazed low emissivity windows with thermal conductivity of 

1.6 W/m2K and negligible frame effect. 

On the system side the structure is equipped with a full-air system 

subdivided in five different air loops, due to current regulations for 

smoking areas, and controlled by five different air handling units, all 

equipped with a heat exchanger for a 68% heat recovery effectiveness.  

All the units are powered by cooling and heating coils linked to two 

parallel water-to-water reversible heat pumps connected to a 

geothermal probes field for a total cooling and heating capacity 

respectively of 720 kW and 686 kW. An additional air to water heat 

pump is installed for backup purposes with cooling and heating capacity 

of respectively 355 kW and 397 kW. 

6.5.2 Detailed model description 

The geometrical model, visible in Figure 6.8, is developed starting from 

existing documentation, therefore, the dimensions and geometrical 

properties of the building are identified through the help of available 

plans and field surveys.  

The volume and footprint of the structure are defined through the 

modelling of 5 building blocks for a total volume of 19080m3 and a total 

conditioned area of 2114 m2; in addition a number of shading surfaces 

are modelled such to describe external shading elements present on the 

structure. No buildings are present in the vicinity that influence the 

structure under consideration. 

Thermal zones that make up the building are then identified. This 

division is made according to the principle of uniformity of use 

conditions of the premises and internal set-points, trying to minimize the 

number of thermal zones constituting the building but impacting as little 
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as possible on its thermodynamic behaviour. A total of 22 thermal zones 

are identified, of which 17 are subject to occupancy and therefore are 

thermally controlled. 

 

Figure 6.8: Gech Bingo - Overall view of the detailed model 

The individual zones are subsequently characterized in terms of 

operation, set-points, occupancy, ventilation, electrical load and 

domestic hot water requirements in 13 different zone types. Each value 

has been identified by comparing the reference values recommended by 

current regulation and actual values recorded by the sampling survey in 

some of the structure’s rooms.  

The temperature set-point, unitarily defined for the entire structure 

match at 20°C for the heating period and 27°C for the summer, with 

corresponding setbacks at 15°C and 30°C, in accordance with the real 

use of the building. Each type of zone is then characterized by defining a 

profile of all set-points and usage values as a function of direct 

observation of the actual behaviour of the structure.  

Due to the particular nature of the building the correct interpretation of 

time dependent variables becomes of extreme importance to properly 
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identify the thermal load profiles and subsequently correctly evaluate 

the CHP equipment, therefore much attention has been paid in the 

writing of those profiles through the study of building settings and direct 

observations of the building behaviour.  

The building envelope, being quite uniform, is characterized by the 

definition of only 4 surface types for the opaque components and 1 

window types for the transparent components that describe the 

individual parts of the envelope as previously identified. Due to the 

characteristics of the structure, a conventional value of air infiltration 

equal to 0.7 volumes/hour is assumed. 

The consumption of domestic hot water is also modelled depending on 

the intended use of the various areas of the building according to 

standardized patterns of consumption function of the occupancy. This 

does not significantly affect the outcome of the analysis as dedicated 

electric heaters provide DHW. 

Air change rate is modelled in accordance with Italian regulation 

regarding public structures with particular attention to rooms in which 

smoking is allowed. This results in the attribution of air change rates 

equal to 8 l/s for each person where smoking is not allowed and 36 l/s 

for each person in smoking rooms. Air change rates are modulated based 

on the effective number of occupants as in the case of the real building. 

In terms of HVAC system representation three different modelling 

hypothesis are made:  

• An “Ideal loads” air system which represents the simplest system 

possible and operates by ideally adding or removing thermal 

energy from the air balance of he zones; 

• a “Unitary” system with humidity control in which each single 

zone is provided with a separate conditioning system comprised 

of an AHU with direct expansion electric cooling coil and gas 

heating coil; 
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• a “Fan-coil” air system in which conditioning is achieved with 

recirculating fan-coil units powered by natural gas boilers and 

electrical chillers. 

All systems are characterized by the same air flow rates and modelled 

accordingly to the equipment installed and the actual use of the building. 

The three different models have been chosen so to evaluate the effect of 

the simplification in various possible representations of the system. 

Standard monthly mean ground temperature reported in the weather 

file has been modified to better represent the reality of the case study by 

imposing a temperature difference between the internal temperature 

and the ground temperature of 2°C. A consolidated method suggested in 

the EnergyPlus documentation is used. Such modification is necessary 

since the monthly mean ground temperatures in the EnergyPlus weather 

file are too extreme to describe the real values under a conditioned 

building. 

The simulation is performed for the duration of one solar year, starting 

January 1st and ending December 31st, under conditions provided by 

weather file “Bergamo – Orio al Serio 160760 (IGDG)” of the EnergyPlus 

database, identified as being the closest to the real building location.  
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Chapter7 

7 Simplification Results 

In the following Chapter the results of the applications of the 

simplification process to the single case studies under all the systems 

hypothesis are discussed. 

For each one of those analyses the complete simplification protocol is 

applied and corresponding results are shown both graphically and 

numerically. 

A brief discussion of the single results is also given, highlighting the most 

relevant deductions and identifying some noteworthy patterns. 
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For each simplification step previously detailed and for each system 

definitions illustrated in previous chapters a full solar year simulation is 

performed. For each simulation, results are obtained and subsequently 

compared to those of the complete model in term of total annual 

consumption, peak loads and power curve definition for both cooling 

and heating in order to evaluate differences generated by the 

simplifications. 

Simulations are performed under the typical climate conditions 

identified by the climate file associated with each geographical location 

in the EnergyPlus weather data database. 

The following climate data are used during the simulations: 

- CS1: Ex-Post building,  

ͦ Location: Bolzano (Italy),  

ͦ Weather file used: “ITA_Bolzano.160200_IGDG”, 

- CS2: Castelli Clynic,  

ͦ Location: Bergamo (Italy),  

ͦ Weather file used: “ITA_Bergamo-Orio.al.Serio.160760_IGDG”, 

- CS3: Gech Bingo,  

ͦ Location: Lallio, Bergamo (Italy),  

ͦ Weather file used: “ITA_Bergamo-Orio.al.Serio.160760_IGDG”; 

All the weather data used can be found in the EnergyPlus Weather 

database (DOE,	2012) is derived by the Italian IGDG database; developed 

for use in simulating renewable energy technologies, this set of 66 

weather files is based on a 1951-1970 period of record. The data were 

created by Professor Livio Mazzarella, Politecnico di Milano, and is 

named in honour of Prof. Gianni de Giorgio. 

In this Chapter, for each combination of case study and system 

hypothesis analysed, figures showing the thermal power curves at 
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various simplification steps for both heating and cooling loads are 

included identified as “Heating loads Power Curves for system type (Case 

study)” and “Cooling loads Power Curves for system type (Case study)”. 

On the x axis of those graphics the “number of hours during the year” is 

reported, while on the y-axis the corresponding thermal power required 

by the building can be read referencing the analysed power curve. This 

means that during the solar year simulated, for a number of hours equal 

to the corresponding x-axis value the thermal power required by the 

building is equal or greater than the corresponding value on the y-axis. 

The maximum power needed by the building is also readable on the y-

axis and the power curve shape can give useful insights on the 

distribution of consumption during the year while remaining more easily 

readable compared to other graphical representation such as hourly 

time series. 

At the same time the subtended area of the power curves represent the 

total thermal energy demand of the building during the year, which is 

another of the reference points chosen by this analysis. 

To each Figure a Table is associated, identified as “Differences on 

Heating loads for each step for system type (Case Study)” and 

“Differences on Cooling loads for each step for system type (Case Study)”, 

reporting:  

- The “total energy output” for each simplification step, identifying 

the total energy need of the simulated building for the duration of 

the simulation at the specified simplification step (in kWh),  

- “Step-by-step differences”, identifying individual differences 

between two consecutive steps (in percent of total loads), 

- “Total differences”, identifying individual differences between the 

step and the complete model (in percent of total loads), 
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- “Cumulative differences”, identifying the sum, in absolute values, 

of the individual differences between consecutive steps (in 

percent of total loads), 

Similar Tables, following the same approach, are also included to report 

the results in term of Peak power loads, for both heating and cooling. To 

partially avoid local instabilities in the simulation code and provide a 

more sensible result in term of peak power the reported value is the 

average of the five highest hourly power requirements observed during 

each simulation. 

A brief comment on the results concerning the single simplification 

process are also given. Comparisons between different case studies and 

general discussion on the results of the simplification protocol can be 

found in Chapter 8. 

During the discussion of the results major emphasis will be given to the 

“step-by-step differences”, representing the impact of each single 

simplification on the simulation results, and the “total differences”, 

showing the differences generated by the simplification protocol at a 

specific step and in particular the differences generated by the 

application of the complete protocol at the last step (Step 08). 
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7.1 Case study 1: ExPost 

7.1.1 Ideal loads 

 

Figure 7.1: Heating loads Power Curves for Ideal Loads (ExPost) 
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Table 7-I: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Ideal Loads 

system model (ExPost) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 84771 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 84105 -0.79 -0.79 0.79 

Simplification Step 02 83375 -0.87 -1.65 1.65 

Simplification Step 03 88510 6.16 4.41 7.70 

Simplification Step 04 87392 -1.26 3.09 9.02 

Simplification Step 05 85115 -2.61 0.41 11.71 

Simplification Step 06 83671 -1.70 -1.30 13.41 

Simplification Step 07 83655 -0.02 -1.32 13.43 

Simplification Step 08 82907.12 -0.89 -2.20 14.31 

 

In term of differences of total energy output between models, as shown 

in Table 7-I, Step 03 has a major impact in results with a difference 

generation of 6.16%, on a lesser extent Step 05 presents some relevant 

differences of 2.61%. Other simplification steps have a minor impact on 

the results with only Step 04 and 06 above 1%.  

Due to difference in sign of the variation of various simplification steps, 

total difference results in a -2.2%, underestimating the total heating 

loads, with a cumulative difference of 14.31%. 

Table 7-II shows similar results in term of Peak Power needs of the 

building, with major impact of Step 03 with a 9.11% step-by-step 

difference, Step 06 also presents a relevant impact of 1.54% on the 

results. Other steps have a minor impact under 1%. 
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Total difference in Peak Power Output results in 4.44%due to alternating 

signs, overestimating the power peak loads, with a cumulative difference 

of 13.83%. 

In addition, no statistically relevant differences can be identified in the 

resulting heating power curves shown in Figure 7.1, as confirmed by 

running statistic likelihood test with the detailed model output as the 

null hypothesis, resulting in no relevant difference in the curves. 

 

Table 7-II: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for Ideal 

Loads system model (ExPost) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 65.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 65.63 -0.36 -0.36 0.36 

Simplification Step 02 65.67 0.05 -0.31 0.42 

Simplification Step 03 71.65 9.11 8.77 9.50 

Simplification Step 04 71.29 -0.50 8.23 10.04 

Simplification Step 05 70.83 -0.64 7.53 10.74 

Simplification Step 06 69.74 -1.54 5.88 12.40 

Simplification Step 07 69.43 -0.44 5.41 12.87 

Simplification Step 08 68.80 -0.92 4.44 13.83 
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Figure 7.2: Cooling loads Power Curves for Ideal Loads (ExPost) 
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Table 7-III: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Ideal Loads 

system model (ExPost) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 33934 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 33866 -0.20 -0.20 0.20 

Simplification Step 02 35479 4.76 4.55 4.95 

Simplification Step 03 38182 7.62 12.52 12.92 

Simplification Step 04 38329 0.39 12.95 13.35 

Simplification Step 05 38346 0.04 13.00 13.40 

Simplification Step 06 38058 -0.75 12.15 14.25 

Simplification Step 07 37312 -1.96 9.95 16.45 

Simplification Step 08 38323 2.71 12.93 19.43 

 

Moving to cooling loads, Table 7-III still shows some major impact on the 

results due to simplification Step 03 with a step-by-step difference of 

7.62%. Step 02, as expected, also becomes more relevant for cooling 

loads resulting in a 4.76% difference generation. Step 07 and 08 also 

present relevant impact in results with a step-by-step difference of 

1.96% and 2.71% respectively. Other steps presents minor impact on the 

results. 

Total difference in term of cooling loads results in 12.93%, 

overestimating the energy needs, with a cumulative difference of 19.43% 

due to lesser noticeable alternating sings. 

Table 7-IV shows the results in term of Peak cooling Power required; 

similar results can be noticed, as Step 03 is still the most relevant in term 
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of difference generation with a 10.88% difference followed by Step 02 at 

2.04% step-by-step difference. Other steps presents minor impact on 

simulation results with only Steps 06 and 07 difference slightly above 

1%. 

Total differences on Peak Power cooling needs equals to 9.96%, with a 

cumulative difference of 16.94% for similar reasons to the previous 

analysis. 

As visible in Figure 7.2, and confirmed by likelihood test, there are no 

relevant differences between the cooling power curves of the various 

models. 

 

Table 7-IV: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for Ideal 

Loads system model (ExPost) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 107.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 107.49 0.03 0.03 0.03 

Simplification Step 02 109.68 2.04 2.08 2.08 

Simplification Step 03 121.61 10.88 13.18 13.18 

Simplification Step 04 121.71 0.08 13.27 13.27 

Simplification Step 05 121.90 0.16 13.45 13.45 

Simplification Step 06 120.38 -1.25 12.04 14.86 

Simplification Step 07 119.08 -1.08 10.82 16.08 

Simplification Step 08 118.15 -0.78 9.96 16.94 
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7.1.2 Unitary system 

 

Figure 7.3: Heating loads Power Curves for Unitary System (ExPost) 
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Table 7-V: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Unitary System 

model (ExPost) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 88981 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 88356 -0.70 -0.70 0.70 

Simplification Step 02 86046 -2.62 -3.30 3.30 

Simplification Step 03 81757 -4.98 -8.12 8.12 

Simplification Step 04 80391 -1.67 -9.65 9.65 

Simplification Step 05 77118 -4.07 -13.33 13.33 

Simplification Step 06 78156 1.35 -12.17 14.50 

Simplification Step 07 78659 0.64 -11.60 15.06 

Simplification Step 08 77559 -1.40 -12.84 16.30 

 

Going from the Ideal Loads system  to the Unitary system hypothesis 

similar results can be seen, as shown in Table 7-V, Step 03 stays the most 

relevant simplification in term of difference generation with a 4.98% 

difference, followed by Step 05 with 4.07%. Other steps becomes more 

relevant with Step 02 at a 2.62% step-by step difference and Steps 04, 06 

and 08 all above the 1% difference in the results. Steps 01 and 07 still 

results in minor differences. 

Total difference generated results at 12.84%, underestimating the total 

loads, with a cumulative difference of 16.30%. 

Table 7-VI shows the results in term of Peak Power loads for the heating 

season with no major impact on the results for any of the steps. Only 
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Step 05 results in a step-by-step difference of 1.59%, other steps all 

results in a step-by-step difference of less than 1%. 

Due to the limited step-by-step differences seen, total difference 

generation for Peak Power heating loads amount at 2.65%, 

underestimating the Peak loads, with a cumulative difference of 4.93%. 

As shown in Figure 7.3, a visible difference between the heating power 

curves can be seen toward the low tail of the curves specifically 

concerning Step 03 and Step 08, nonetheless likelihood tests results in 

no relevant differences between the power curves of the detailed and 

simplified models. 

Table 7-VI: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for Unitary 

System model (ExPost) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 67.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 67.15 -0.32 -0.32 0.32 

Simplification Step 02 67.19 0.05 -0.27 0.37 

Simplification Step 03 67.57 0.58 0.30 0.94 

Simplification Step 04 67.25 -0.48 -0.18 1.43 

Simplification Step 05 66.18 -1.59 -1.77 3.02 

Simplification Step 06 66.53 0.52 -1.25 3.53 

Simplification Step 07 66.21 -0.48 -1.72 4.00 

Simplification Step 08 65.58 -0.94 -2.65 4.93 
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Figure 7.4: Cooling loads Power Curves for Unitary System (ExPost) 
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Table 7-VII: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Unitary 

System model (ExPost) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 82915 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 83404 0.59 0.59 0.59 

Simplification Step 02 80711 -3.23 -2.66 3.84 

Simplification Step 03 76023 -5.81 -8.31 9.49 

Simplification Step 04 75720 -0.40 -8.68 9.86 

Simplification Step 05 75997 0.37 -8.34 10.19 

Simplification Step 06 75604 -0.52 -8.82 10.67 

Simplification Step 07 75836 0.31 -8.54 10.95 

Simplification Step 08 78722 3.80 -5.06 14.43 

 

Cooling Loads as seen in Table 7-VII show similar results compared to 

previous analyses, with a major impact on results of Simplification Step 

03 with a 5.81 difference and relevant impact of Step 02, 3.23% step-by-

step difference, and Step 08, 3.80% difference. Other steps results in 

minor differences under 1%. 

Total Difference on annual cooling loads amount at -5.06%, 

underestimating the total energy needs, with a 14.43% cumulative 

difference. 

Table 7-VIII shows the results I term of cooling Power Peak Output, 

resulting in no appreciable impact of any of the simplification steps on 

the results. Total difference results in a negligible 0.04% with a 

cumulative difference of 0.05%. 
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Figure 4 shows no relevant differences in terms of cooling loads between 

detailed and simplified models as confirmed by likelihood tests 

performed. Some minor differences are visible in the lower tail of the 

curves after step 03. 

 

Table 7-VIII: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for Unitary 

System model (ExPost) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 141.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 141.44 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Simplification Step 02 141.43 0.00 0.00 0.01 

Simplification Step 03 141.49 0.04 0.04 0.05 

Simplification Step 04 141.49 0.00 0.04 0.05 

Simplification Step 05 141.49 0.00 0.04 0.05 

Simplification Step 06 141.49 0.00 0.04 0.05 

Simplification Step 07 141.49 0.00 0.04 0.05 

Simplification Step 08 141.49 0.00 0.04 0.05 
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7.1.3 VAV system with humidity control 

 
Figure 7.5:Heating loads Power Curves for VAV System with humidity 

control (ExPost) 
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Table 7-IX: Differences on Heating loads for each step for VAV System 

model with humidity control (ExPost) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 94566 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 94387 -0.19 -0.19 0.19 

Simplification Step 02 91556 -3.00 -3.18 3.18 

Simplification Step 03 86255 -5.79 -8.79 8.79 

Simplification Step 04 85023 -1.43 -10.09 10.09 

Simplification Step 05 81911 -3.66 -13.38 13.38 

Simplification Step 06 83015 1.35 -12.21 14.55 

Simplification Step 07 83903 1.07 -11.28 15.49 

Simplification Step 08 79864 -4.81 -15.55 19.76 

 

Moving to the VAV system hypothesis with humidity control Table 7-IX 

shows results in term of heating loads. Step 03 remains the most 

impactful simplification step with a difference generation of 5.79%. 

Simplification Step 08 becomes relevant with a step-by-step difference of 

4.81%. Step 02 and 05 presents relevant differences of the order of 3%. 

Other steps results in minor differences of around 1%. 

Total differences amount to -15.55%, underestimating the energy need, 

with cumulative differences at 19.76%. 

Table 7-X shows differences related to the heating Power Peak loads 

resulting in minor differences on all steps with only Step 05 and Step 08 

a little above 1%, respectively at 1.69% and 1.18%. 
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Total difference results in -3.06%, underestimating power peak loads, 

with a cumulative difference of 4.92%. 

As visible in Figure 7.5, the only visible difference can be seen toward the 

low tail of the heating power curves corresponding in a shift of the 

curves toward the left of the graph; and again specifically concerning 

Step 03 and Step 08, nonetheless likelihood tests results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the detailed and simplified 

models. 

 

Table 7-X: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for VAV 

System model with humidity control (ExPost) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 66.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 66.73 -0.18 -0.18 0.18 

Simplification Step 02 66.75 0.04 -0.15 0.22 

Simplification Step 03 66.97 0.33 0.18 0.54 

Simplification Step 04 66.63 -0.50 -0.32 1.04 

Simplification Step 05 65.51 -1.69 -2.00 2.72 

Simplification Step 06 65.89 0.58 -1.43 3.29 

Simplification Step 07 65.58 -0.48 -1.90 3.76 

Simplification Step 08 64.80 -1.18 -3.06 4.92 
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Figure 7.6: Cooling loads Power Curves for VAV System with humidity 

control (ExPost) 
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Table 7-XI: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for VAV System 

model with humidity control (ExPost) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 94022 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 94170 0.16 0.16 0.16 

Simplification Step 02 90365 -4.04 -3.89 4.20 

Simplification Step 03 85288 -5.62 -9.29 9.60 

Simplification Step 04 85130 -0.18 -9.46 9.77 

Simplification Step 05 85057 -0.09 -9.53 9.85 

Simplification Step 06 85397 0.40 -9.17 10.21 

Simplification Step 07 87184 2.09 -7.27 12.11 

Simplification Step 08 80331 -7.86 -14.56 19.40 

 

In term of cooling loads, as shown in Table 7-XI, Step 08 results in major 

difference generation with 7.86% difference followed by Step 03 and 

Step 02 at 5.62% and 4.04% respectively. Step 07 results in a significant 

difference of 2.09% while other steps results in negligible differences. 

Total difference resulting from the application of the simplification 

process in term of cooling loads amount to -14.56%, underestimating the 

loads, with cumulative difference of 19.40%. 

Table 7-XII shows the results in term of Cooling Peak Power required by 

the building, from which only Step 03 results in a major impact on the 

results with a 13.84% difference. Step 02 and 06 also proves to be not 

negligible with respective differences of 1.90% and 1.63%. 
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Total differences on cooling Peak Power loads amount to 9.87%, 

overestimating the Peak power output, with a cumulative difference of 

17.31%. 

As visible in Figure 7.6, and confirmed by likelihood test, there are no 

relevant differences between the cooling power curves of the various 

models. 

 

Table 7-XII: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for VAV 

System model with humidity control (ExPost) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 129.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 129.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Simplification Step 02 126.59 -1.90 -1.89 1.92 

Simplification Step 03 144.10 13.84 11.68 15.49 

Simplification Step 04 144.10 0.00 11.68 15.49 

Simplification Step 05 144.11 0.00 11.69 15.50 

Simplification Step 06 141.76 -1.63 9.87 17.31 

Simplification Step 07 141.77 0.00 9.87 17.31 

Simplification Step 08 141.76 0.00 9.87 17.31 
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7.1.4 VAV system without humidity control 

 

Figure 7.7: Heating loads Power Curves for VAV System without 

humidity control (ExPost) 
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Table 7-XIII: Differences on Heating loads for each step for VAV System 

model without humidity control (ExPost) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 83578 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 83307 -0.32 -0.32 0.32 

Simplification Step 02 82361 -1.14 -1.46 1.46 

Simplification Step 03 79942 -2.94 -4.35 4.35 

Simplification Step 04 78818 -1.41 -5.69 5.69 

Simplification Step 05 75654 -4.01 -9.48 9.48 

Simplification Step 06 76692 1.37 -8.24 10.72 

Simplification Step 07 76717 0.03 -8.21 10.75 

Simplification Step 08 75533 -1.54 -9.63 12.17 

 

Table 7-XIII shows the results of the “VAV system without humidity 

control” hypothesis. Major impact on the simulation results is caused by 

simplification Step 05, with 4.01% difference generation. Step 03 causes 

similar results with a step-by-step difference of -2.94%. Step 08 causes 

1.54% difference in the results while other step impact decreases around 

or under 1%. 

Total difference in heating loads equal to 9-.63%, underestimating the 

energy needs of the building, with a cumulative difference of 12.17%. 

Results in term of heating Peak Power required are instead shown in 

Table 7-XIV. No simplification step has a major impact in term of 

difference generation. Only Step 05 and 08 have non-negligible effects on 
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the results respectively with a 1.69% and 1.18% step-by-step difference 

respectively. 

Total difference in term of heating Peak Power leads equal to -3.06, 

underestimating the peak power needs, with a cumulative difference of 

4.92%. 

In Figure 7.7, similarly to what seen in by Figure 7.5, the only visible 

difference can be seen toward the low tail of the heating power curves 

although on a lesser extent; mainly concerning Step 03 and Step 08, 

nonetheless likelihood tests results in no relevant differences between 

the power curves of the detailed and simplified models. 

 

Table 7-XIV: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for VAV 

System model without humidity control (ExPost) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 66.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 66.73 -0.18 -0.18 0.18 

Simplification Step 02 66.75 0.04 -0.15 0.22 

Simplification Step 03 66.97 0.33 0.18 0.54 

Simplification Step 04 66.63 -0.50 -0.32 1.04 

Simplification Step 05 65.51 -1.69 -2.00 2.72 

Simplification Step 06 65.89 0.58 -1.43 3.29 

Simplification Step 07 65.58 -0.48 -1.90 3.76 

Simplification Step 08 64.80 -1.18 -3.06 4.92 
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Figure 7.8: Cooling loads Power Curves for VAV System without humidity 

control (ExPost) 
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Table 7-XV: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for VAV System 

model without humidity control (ExPost) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 61941 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 61877 -0.10 -0.10 0.10 

Simplification Step 02 62609 1.18 1.08 1.29 

Simplification Step 03 64498 3.02 4.13 4.33 

Simplification Step 04 64608 0.17 4.31 4.51 

Simplification Step 05 64313 -0.46 3.83 4.99 

Simplification Step 06 64541 0.35 4.20 5.36 

Simplification Step 07 64160 -0.59 3.58 5.97 

Simplification Step 08 64864 1.10 4.72 7.11 

 

Table 7-XV shows the results of the analysis in term of total cooling load 

of the building. Only relevant step in term of difference generation is 

Step 03 with a difference of 3.02%. Step 02 and Step 08 differences are 

around 1% while the impact of other steps is negligible. 

Total differences in cooling loads amounts to 4.72%, overestimating the 

energy need, with a cumulative difference of 7.11%. 

In term of peak power needs of the building, as shown in Table 7-XVI, no 

simplification step results in a relevant impact on the accuracy of the 

results. Total difference here results in a mere 0.34% with a cumulative 

difference of only 1.02%. 
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Figure 7.8 shows no relevant differences on cooling power curves 

between the models in agreement to the results of likelihood tests 

performed. 

 

Table 7-XVI: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for VAV 

System model without humidity control (ExPost) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 122.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 122.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 02 121.71 -0.28 -0.29 0.29 

Simplification Step 03 122.54 0.68 0.39 0.96 

Simplification Step 04 122.54 0.00 0.39 0.96 

Simplification Step 05 122.54 0.00 0.39 0.96 

Simplification Step 06 122.46 -0.06 0.34 1.02 

Simplification Step 07 122.46 0.00 0.34 1.02 

Simplification Step 08 122.46 0.00 0.34 1.02 
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7.2 Case study 2: Castelli Clinic 

7.2.1 Ideal loads 

 

Figure 7.9: Heating loads Power Curves for Ideal Loads (Castelli Clinic) 
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Table 7-XVII: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Ideal Loads 

System model (Castelli Clinic) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 791075 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 793212 0.27 0.27 0.27 

Simplification Step 02 787008 -0.78 -0.51 1.05 

Simplification Step 03 793815 0.86 0.35 1.91 

Simplification Step 04 786598 -0.91 -0.57 2.83 

Simplification Step 05 773226 -1.70 -2.26 4.52 

Simplification Step 06 784664 1.48 -0.81 5.96 

Simplification Step 07 784149 -0.07 -0.88 6.03 

Simplification Step 08 774493 -1.23 -2.10 7.25 

 

Results of simplification process for case study number 2 are illustrated 

in Table 7-XVII for heating loads under the Ideal loads system 

hypothesis. No major impact on simulation results can be seen, with Step 

05 being the most impactful generating a 1.70% difference. Step 06 and 

08 also results in differences over 1% while other steps results are 

negligible. 

Total heating loads differences results in -2.10%, underestimating the 

energy needs, with a cumulative difference of 7.25%. 

Differences generated in term of heating peak power loads, shown in 

Table 7-XVIII, are more relevant, with Step 06 being the most impactful 

with an 8.98% difference. Step 08 also results in a relevant difference 
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equal to 5.18% while Step 03 and 06 differences are non-negligible 

amounting to 2.32% and 1.62% respectively. 

Total differences in term of Peak power output equal to -13.95%, 

underestimating the peak power loads, with a cumulative difference of 

18.57%. 

Based on Figure 7.9 some minor differences can be noticed in the lower 

tail of heating power curves of the models, mainly concerning 

simplification Step 05. Nonetheless, likelihood tests results in no 

relevant differences between the power curves of the detailed and 

simplified models. 

 

Table 7-XVIII: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for Ideal 

Loads System model (Castelli Clinic) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 816.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 813.27 -0.41 -0.41 0.41 

Simplification Step 02 812.49 -0.10 -0.51 0.51 

Simplification Step 03 831.34 2.32 1.80 2.81 

Simplification Step 04 829.16 -0.26 1.54 3.08 

Simplification Step 05 754.70 -8.98 -7.58 12.20 

Simplification Step 06 742.47 -1.62 -9.08 13.70 

Simplification Step 07 741.06 -0.19 -9.25 13.87 

Simplification Step 08 702.68 -5.18 -13.95 18.57 
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Figure 7.10: Cooling loads Power Curves for Ideal Loads (Castelli Clinic) 
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Table 7-XIX: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Ideal Loads 

System model (Castelli Clinic) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 128102 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 126283 -1.42 -1.42 1.42 

Simplification Step 02 133012 5.33 3.83 6.67 

Simplification Step 03 141320 6.25 10.32 13.16 

Simplification Step 04 144750 2.43 13.00 15.83 

Simplification Step 05 114606 -20.83 -10.54 39.37 

Simplification Step 06 122824 7.17 -4.12 45.78 

Simplification Step 07 124071 1.02 -3.15 46.76 

Simplification Step 08 126788 2.19 -1.03 48.88 

 

Differences generated in term of cooling loads are more relevant, as 

shown inTable 7-XIX, with Step 05 causing a step-by-step difference of 

20.83% and Steps 02, 03 and 06 all resulting in major differences, 

respectively 5.33%, 6.25% and 7.17%. Total difference equal to -1.03%, 

due to alternating of signs in step-by-step differences, but cumulative 

difference reaches 48.88%. On possible reason for these results is the 

complexity of the analysed building in terms of internal load distribution 

coupled with the lower loads registered which tend to emphasize 

relative differences. 

Similar results are reported in Table 7-XX in term of cooling Peak Power 

leads, with Steps 03 and 05 causing some major differences, respectively 
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16.59% and 13.65%. Steps 02 and 06 also lead to some relevant 

differences of the order of 2%. 

Total difference generated in this case is 6.52%, overestimating the peak 

loads, while cumulative difference reaches 40.28%. 

Similarly to what seen for heating power curves, cooling power curves 

shown in Figure 7.10 are characterized by a minor difference toward 

their lower tail identifiable in Step 05. Nonetheless, likelihood tests 

results in no relevant differences between the power curves of the 

detailed and simplified models. 

 

Table 7-XX: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for Ideal 

Loads System model (Castelli Clinic) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 385.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 383.09 -0.59 -0.59 0.59 

Simplification Step 02 391.80 2.27 1.67 2.85 

Simplification Step 03 456.80 16.59 18.53 19.72 

Simplification Step 04 459.84 0.66 19.32 20.51 

Simplification Step 05 397.06 -13.65 3.03 36.80 

Simplification Step 06 406.75 2.44 5.55 39.31 

Simplification Step 07 409.49 0.67 6.26 40.02 

Simplification Step 08 410.49 0.24 6.52 40.28 
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7.2.2 Unitary system 

 

Figure 7.11: Heating loads Power Curves for Unitary system (Castelli 

Clinic) 
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Table 7-XXI: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Unitary 

System model (Castelli Clinic) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 789354 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 792881 0.45 0.45 0.45 

Simplification Step 02 786535 -0.80 -0.36 1.25 

Simplification Step 03 799668 1.67 1.31 2.91 

Simplification Step 04 792553 -0.89 0.41 3.82 

Simplification Step 05 867119 9.41 9.85 13.26 

Simplification Step 06 878655 1.33 11.31 14.72 

Simplification Step 07 878177 -0.05 11.25 14.78 

Simplification Step 08 876453 -0.20 11.03 15.00 

 

Under the Unitary system hypothesis, the results of the analysis for total 

heating loads are shown in Table 7-XXI. Simplification Step 05 has a 

major impact I the results generating a step-by step difference of 9.41%. 

Step 03 and 06 are also characterized by a non-negligible difference in 

the results respectively equal to 1.67% and 1.33%. 

Total heating load difference between detailed and simplified model 

amounts to 11.03%, overestimating the energy loads, while cumulative 

difference equals to 15.00%. 

Table 7-XXII shows the results in term of Peak Power needs for the 

heating season. Again, major differences are registered in simplification 

Step 05, equal to 6.11%. Step 03 and 06 still generate non-negligible 
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differences respectively of 3.18% and 1.28%, while other steps 

differences are negligible. 

Total Peak power differences equal to -2.59%, underestimating the Peak 

Power needed, with cumulative differences of 11.56%. 

Figure 7.11 shows a visible difference in heating power curves of the 

various models entirely attributable to Step 05. The difference does not 

concern the higher tail of the curves but visibly influence the rest of their 

development. Nonetheless, likelihood tests still results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the detailed and simplified 

models for an adequate significance level. 

 

Table 7-XXII: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for 

Unitary System model (Castelli Clinic) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 764.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 762.20 -0.27 -0.27 0.27 

Simplification Step 02 761.45 -0.10 -0.37 0.37 

Simplification Step 03 785.64 3.18 2.80 3.53 

Simplification Step 04 783.70 -0.25 2.54 3.79 

Simplification Step 05 735.84 -6.11 -3.72 10.05 

Simplification Step 06 745.25 1.28 -2.49 11.28 

Simplification Step 07 745.96 0.09 -2.40 11.38 

Simplification Step 08 744.51 -0.19 -2.59 11.56 
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Figure 7.12: Cooling loads Power Curves for Unitary system (Castelli 

Clinic) 
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Table 7-XXIII: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Unitary 

System model (Castelli Clinic) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 150349 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 148620 -1.15 -1.15 1.15 

Simplification Step 02 156315 5.18 3.97 6.27 

Simplification Step 03 165031 5.58 9.77 12.07 

Simplification Step 04 168838 2.31 12.30 14.60 

Simplification Step 05 120859 -28.42 -19.61 46.51 

Simplification Step 06 129631 7.26 -13.78 52.34 

Simplification Step 07 131047 1.09 -12.84 53.28 

Simplification Step 08 137429 4.87 -8.59 57.53 

 

For cooling loads simplification Step 05 still results in significant 

difference generation equal to 28.42%, as shown in Table 7-XXIII. Steps 

02, 03, 06 and 08 also presents relevant step-by-step differences ranging 

from 4.87% to 7.26%. 

Due to alternating signs total difference of the simplification process 

equals to -8.59%, underestimating the loads, while cumulative difference 

amount to 57.53%. 

Table 7-XXIV shows the results in term of Peak Power loads for the 

cooling seasons. Similarly to the Ideal loads hypothesis Step 03 and 05 

have a major impact in the results respectively generating 15.21% and 

14.57% differences. Step 02 and 06 results are also non-negligible 

generating step-by-step differences of 2.22% and 2.28 respectively. 
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Total Peak load difference amounts to 2.23, overestimating the Peak 

Power load, while cumulative difference equals 41.24%. 

As visible in Figure 7.12, a visible difference between the curves can be 

seen toward the low tail of the cooling power curves specifically 

attributable to Step 05, nonetheless likelihood tests results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the detailed and simplified 

models. 

 

Table 7-XXIV: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for 

Unitary System model (Castelli Clinic) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 426.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 423.45 -0.74 -0.74 0.74 

Simplification Step 02 432.85 2.22 1.46 2.95 

Simplification Step 03 498.67 15.21 16.89 18.37 

Simplification Step 04 501.97 0.66 17.66 19.15 

Simplification Step 05 427.93 -14.75 0.31 36.51 

Simplification Step 06 437.67 2.28 2.59 38.79 

Simplification Step 07 442.14 1.02 3.64 39.84 

Simplification Step 08 436.15 -1.36 2.23 41.24 
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7.2.3 Fan-coil system 

 

Figure 7.13: Heating loads Power Curves for Fancoil system (Castelli 

Clinic) 
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Table 7-XXV: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Fancoil 

System model (Castelli Clinic) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 729370 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 731999 0.36 0.36 0.36 

Simplification Step 02 726201 -0.79 -0.43 1.16 

Simplification Step 03 733247 0.97 0.53 2.12 

Simplification Step 04 726693 -0.89 -0.37 3.02 

Simplification Step 05 796327 9.58 9.18 12.57 

Simplification Step 06 808530 1.53 10.85 14.24 

Simplification Step 07 807896 -0.08 10.77 14.33 

Simplification Step 08 802582 -0.66 10.04 15.06 

 
Differences generated under the Fancoil system hypothesis are mainly 

concentrated in Step 05, as shown in Table 7-XXV, with a 9.58% 

difference generation. Step 06 represents the only other non-negligible 

step with a step-by-step difference of 1.53%. 

Total difference in the evaluation of heating loads equals to 10.04%, 

overestimating the loads, with a cumulative difference of 15.06%. 

In Table 7-XXVI, the results in term of Peak Power needed for heating 

season are shown. Similarly to the heating loads, the step generating a 

major impact in the results is Step 05 with a step-by-step difference of 

14.90%. Other relevant steps in term of difference generation are Step 

03 and 06 respectively with a 1.48% and 3.30% difference. Other 

simplification steps results in negligible differences. 
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Total difference in term of peak power for heating season results in            

-15.11%, underestimating the peak power needed by the building, with 

cumulative differences of 20.32%. 

Similarly to the Unitary system hypothesis Figure 7.13 shows a visible 

difference in heating power curves of the various models entirely 

attributable to Step 05. Likelihood tests still results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the detailed and simplified 

models for an adequate significance level. 

 

Table 7-XXVI: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for 

Fancoil System model (Castelli Clinic) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 704.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 701.78 -0.45 -0.45 0.45 

Simplification Step 02 700.95 -0.12 -0.56 0.56 

Simplification Step 03 690.55 -1.48 -2.04 2.04 

Simplification Step 04 688.80 -0.25 -2.29 2.29 

Simplification Step 05 586.16 -14.90 -16.85 16.85 

Simplification Step 06 604.52 3.13 -14.24 19.45 

Simplification Step 07 601.54 -0.49 -14.67 19.88 

Simplification Step 08 598.44 -0.52 -15.11 20.32 
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Figure 7.14: Cooling loads Power Curves for Fancoil system (Castelli 

Clinic) 
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Table 7-XXVII: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Fancoil 

System model (Castelli Clinic) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 145808 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 144848 -0.66 -0.66 0.66 

Simplification Step 02 152146 5.04 4.35 5.66 

Simplification Step 03 160416 5.44 10.02 11.34 

Simplification Step 04 164188 2.35 12.61 13.92 

Simplification Step 05 121477 -26.01 -16.69 43.22 

Simplification Step 06 129560 6.65 -11.14 48.76 

Simplification Step 07 131042 1.14 -10.13 49.78 

Simplification Step 08 143172 9.26 -1.81 58.09 

 

Table 7-XXVII shows the results in term of total loads for the cooling 

seasons. Also under this system hypothesis, Step 05 has a significant 

impact on the simulation results with an associated difference of 

26.01%. Step 02, 03, 06 and 08 also generate relevant differences 

ranging from 5.04% to 9.26%. 

Total difference for cooling loads equal to -1.81% due to alternating 

signs in step-by-step differences and a cumulative difference of 58.09%. 

Results in term of Peak Power for cooling season are shown in Table 

7-XXVIII. Step 05 is still the most impactful in tem of differences in the 

results, 10.63%, with Step 02, 03 and 06 presenting relevant difference 

generation respectively of 2.39%, 5.86% and 4.41%. 
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Total difference in this case equals to 1.41% due to alternating signs with 

a cumulative difference of 26.66%. 

In term of cooling power curves, reported in Figure 7.14, similar 

conclusions to the Unitary system hypothesis can be drawn, with visible 

differences in the lower tail of the curves attributable to Step 05. 

Likelihood tests still results in no relevant differences between the 

power curves of the detailed and simplified models. 

 

Table 7-XXVIII: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for 

Fancoil System model (Castelli Clinic) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 359.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 356.70 -0.70 -0.70 0.70 

Simplification Step 02 365.24 2.39 1.68 3.07 

Simplification Step 03 386.64 5.86 7.64 9.03 

Simplification Step 04 388.37 0.45 8.12 9.51 

Simplification Step 05 347.08 -10.63 -3.38 21.01 

Simplification Step 06 362.38 4.41 0.88 25.27 

Simplification Step 07 365.83 0.95 1.84 26.23 

Simplification Step 08 364.29 -0.42 1.41 26.66 
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7.3 Case study 3: Gech Bingo 

7.3.1 Ideal loads 

 

Figure 7.15: Heating loads Power Curves for Ideal Loads system (Gech 

Bingo) 
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Table 7-XXIX: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Ideal Loads 

System model (Gech Bingo) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 325786 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 325306 -0.15 -0.15 0.15 

Simplification Step 02 323609 -0.52 -0.67 0.67 

Simplification Step 03 307063 -5.11 -5.75 5.75 

Simplification Step 04 306947 -0.04 -5.78 5.78 

Simplification Step 05 301308 -1.84 -7.51 7.51 

Simplification Step 06 301138 -0.06 -7.57 7.57 

Simplification Step 07 301138 0.00 -7.57 7.57 

Simplification Step 08 301138 0.00 -7.57 7.57 

 

Moving to case study number 3, Table 7-XXIX shows differences 

imputable to various simplification steps for Ideal loads system 

hypothesis in term of total heating loads. Simplification Step 03 results in 

a relevant difference generation equal to 5.11%, followed by Step 05 

with a 1.84% step-by-step difference. Other simplification steps results 

in negligible differences. 

Total difference in heating loads for the entire simplification process 

results in -7.57%, underestimating total loads, with a cumulative 

difference of 7.57% due to the absence of alternating signs. 

In term of Peak Power required for heating, as shown in Table 7-XXX, the 

simplification step causing the most difference in results is Step 02, with 
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a difference of 2.92%, followed by step 03, with a 1.38% difference. 

Other steps present negligible variation in the results. 

Total difference estimated for Peak Power request equals 0.88% with a 

cumulative difference of 5.03%. 

Figure 7.15 shows minor differences between heating power curves of 

the various models, focused on the lower tail of the curves and entirely 

attributable to Step 03. Performing likelihood tests results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the detailed and simplified 

models. 

 

Table 7-XXX: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for Ideal 

Loads System model (Gech Bingo) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 249.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 248.85 -0.11 -0.11 0.11 

Simplification Step 02 256.13 2.92 2.81 3.03 

Simplification Step 03 252.59 -1.38 1.39 4.45 

Simplification Step 04 252.66 0.03 1.42 4.47 

Simplification Step 05 251.29 -0.54 0.87 5.02 

Simplification Step 06 251.30 0.01 0.88 5.03 

Simplification Step 07 251.30 0.00 0.88 5.03 

Simplification Step 08 251.30 0.00 0.88 5.03 
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Figure 7.16: Cooling loads Power Curves for Ideal Loads system (Gech 

Bingo) 
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Table 7-XXXI: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Ideal Loads 

System model (Gech Bingo) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 179961 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 179974 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Simplification Step 02 187738 4.31 4.32 4.32 

Simplification Step 03 165209 -12.00 -8.20 16.84 

Simplification Step 04 166106 0.54 -7.70 17.34 

Simplification Step 05 165948 -0.10 -7.79 17.43 

Simplification Step 06 165807 -0.08 -7.86 17.50 

Simplification Step 07 165807 0.00 -7.86 17.50 

Simplification Step 08 165807 0.00 -7.86 17.50 

 

Table 7-XXXI shows results of the analysis in term of total cooling loads. 

Step 03 is the most relevant step in term of difference generation, 

amounting to a 12.00% difference. Step 02 also causes a relevant 

difference generation equal to 4.31%. Other steps generate differences of 

under 1%. 

Total difference generated by the simplification protocol for cooling 

loads is -7.86%, underestimating the cooling loads, while cumulative 

difference amount to 17.50%. 

Differences on Peak cooling loads are shown in Table 7-XXXII.  Only 

relevant steps in term of difference generation in the results are Step 03 

and 04respectively with 1.96% and 1.50% differences. 
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Total differences resulting from the entire simplification process in term 

of Cooling Peak Power required equals to 1.19%, with a cumulative 

difference of 4.31%. 

Figure 7.16 shows minor differences between cooling power curves of 

the various models, focused on the lower tail of the curves and entirely 

attributable to Step 03 similarly to heating curves. Performing likelihood 

tests results in no relevant differences between the power curves of the 

detailed and simplified models. 

 

Table 7-XXXII: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for Ideal 

Loads System model (Gech Bingo) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 666.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 666.81 0.01 0.01 0.01 

Simplification Step 02 671.78 0.75 0.76 0.76 

Simplification Step 03 684.92 1.96 2.73 2.73 

Simplification Step 04 674.65 -1.50 1.19 4.27 

Simplification Step 05 674.53 -0.02 1.17 4.29 

Simplification Step 06 674.69 0.02 1.19 4.31 

Simplification Step 07 674.69 0.00 1.19 4.31 

Simplification Step 08 674.69 0.00 1.19 4.31 
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7.3.2 Unitary system 

 

Figure 7.17: Heating loads Power Curves for Unitary system (Gech 

Bingo) 
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Table 7-XXXIII: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Unitary 

System model (Gech Bingo) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 475456 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 474827 -0.13 -0.13 0.13 

Simplification Step 02 471919 -0.61 -0.74 0.74 

Simplification Step 03 429748 -8.94 -9.61 9.61 

Simplification Step 04 431835 0.49 -9.17 10.05 

Simplification Step 05 426069 -1.34 -10.39 11.27 

Simplification Step 06 426115 0.01 -10.38 11.27 

Simplification Step 07 426115 0.00 -10.38 11.27 

Simplification Step 08 426115 0.00 -10.38 11.27 

 

Moving to the Unitary system hypothesis, the only simplification step 

causing major difference in the simulation results is Step 03, as shown in 

Table 7-XXXIII, corresponding to a 8.94% difference. Results of Step 05 

are also non-negligible, with a difference of 1.34% in the output. 

Total difference of the simplification process in this case equals to -

10.38%, underestimating the total loads, with cumulative difference of 

11.27%. 

Table 7-XXXIV shows the results in term of heating Peak Power. The 

most relevant step in term of difference generation is Step 03 with a 

difference in results of 2.96%. The only other relevant differences in 

results are attributable to Step 01, for 2.58%. 
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Total Peak Power differences for cooling loads amount to -0.13%, with a 

cumulative difference of 6.78%. 

As shown in Figure 7.17, a visible difference between the curves can be 

seen toward the low tail of the curves specifically concerning Step 03 and 

resulting in a reduction in the number of hours corresponding to specific 

power loads. Nonetheless, likelihood tests results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the detailed and simplified 

models. 

 

Table 7-XXXIV: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for 

Unitary System model (Gech Bingo) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 361.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 370.81 2.58 2.58 2.58 

Simplification Step 02 373.30 0.67 3.27 3.27 

Simplification Step 03 362.25 -2.96 0.22 6.33 

Simplification Step 04 362.32 0.02 0.23 6.35 

Simplification Step 05 360.90 -0.39 -0.16 6.74 

Simplification Step 06 361.02 0.03 -0.13 6.78 

Simplification Step 07 361.02 0.00 -0.13 6.78 

Simplification Step 08 361.02 0.00 -0.13 6.78 
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Figure 7.18: Cooling loads Power Curves for Unitary system (Gech Bingo) 
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Table 7-XXXV: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Unitary 

System model (Gech Bingo) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 280896 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 279265 -0.58 -0.58 0.58 

Simplification Step 02 286451 2.57 1.98 3.14 

Simplification Step 03 226868 -20.80 -19.23 24.35 

Simplification Step 04 236626 4.30 -15.76 27.82 

Simplification Step 05 236741 0.05 -15.72 27.87 

Simplification Step 06 235253 -0.63 -16.25 28.40 

Simplification Step 07 235253 0.00 -16.25 28.40 

Simplification Step 08 235253 0.00 -16.25 28.40 

 

In term of total cooling loads, major differences in the simulation results 

are attributable to simplification Step 03, with a step-by-step difference 

of 20.80%, as shown in Table 7-XXXV. Other relevant steps in term of 

difference generation in simulation output are Step 02 and 04 relatively 

with 2.57% and 4.30% differences. 

Differences in total cooling loads for the entire simulation process 

amount to -16.25%, underestimating the cooling loads, with a 

cumulative difference of 28.40%. 

Table 7-XXXVI shows the result of the simplification protocol in term of 

Peak Cooling Power highlighting how no steps generate differences in 

the output over 1%. Therefore, all steps are negligible. 
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Total differences in cooling Power equals to -0.07% with a cumulative 

difference of 1.04% 

Similarly to the ideal loads hypothesis, Figure 7.18 highlights a visible 

difference between cooling power curves toward the lower end of the 

tails and, also in this case, entirely attributable to Step 03. Likelihood 

tests still results in no relevant differences between the power curves of 

the detailed and simplified models for an adequate significance level. 

 

Table 7-XXXVI: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for 

Unitary System model (Gech Bingo) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 676.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 676.44 -0.08 -0.08 0.08 

Simplification Step 02 679.15 0.40 0.33 0.48 

Simplification Step 03 676.20 -0.43 -0.11 0.91 

Simplification Step 04 676.45 0.04 -0.07 0.95 

Simplification Step 05 676.13 -0.05 -0.12 0.99 

Simplification Step 06 676.45 0.05 -0.07 1.04 

Simplification Step 07 676.45 0.00 -0.07 1.04 

Simplification Step 08 676.45 0.00 -0.07 1.04 
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7.3.3 Fan-coil system 

 

Figure 7.19: Heating loads Power Curves for Fancoils system (Gech 

Bingo) 
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Table 7-XXXVII: Differences on Heating loads for each step for Fancoils 

System model (Gech Bingo) 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 373997 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 372844 -0.31 -0.31 0.31 

Simplification Step 02 370383 -0.66 -0.97 0.97 

Simplification Step 03 322696 -12.88 -13.72 13.72 

Simplification Step 04 323432 0.23 -13.52 13.91 

Simplification Step 05 316890 -2.02 -15.27 15.66 

Simplification Step 06 316806 -0.03 -15.29 15.69 

Simplification Step 07 316806 0.00 -15.29 15.69 

Simplification Step 08 316806 0.00 -15.29 15.69 

 

Results for the Fan-coil system hypothesis are shown inTable 7-XXXVII 

in term of total heating loads. Step 03 generates major differences in the 

simulation output, with a 12.88% step-by-step difference. The only other 

relevant step is Step 05 with a 2.02% difference. Results from other steps 

highlight negligible differences. 

Total heating loads differences equal to -15.29%, underestimating the 

loads of the building, with a cumulative difference of 15.69%. 

Table 7-XXXVIII shows the results in term of Peak heating Power 

required by the building. Step 01, 02 and 03 all presents major 

differences in simulation output of around 15% probably due to some 

local instability in the solution of the simulation as no visible differences 
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are noticeable in the power curves with the exception of the first entries, 

characterizing the Peak Power calculation. 

Nonetheless, total differences in term of Peak heating power equals to -

14.56%, underestimating the Peak Power needed, with cumulative 

differences of 45.38%. 

As shown in Figure 7.19, a visible difference between the heating power 

curves can be seen toward the low tail of the curves specifically 

concerning Step 03, nonetheless likelihood tests results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the detailed and simplified 

models. 

Table 7-XXXVIII: Differences on Peak Heating Power for each step for 

Fancoils System model (Gech Bingo) 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 1379.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 1190.53 -13.72 -13.72 13.72 

Simplification Step 02 1402.64 17.82 1.65 29.09 

Simplification Step 03 1185.40 -15.49 -14.09 44.84 

Simplification Step 04 1185.74 0.03 -14.07 44.86 

Simplification Step 05 1178.75 -0.59 -14.58 45.37 

Simplification Step 06 1178.94 0.02 -14.56 45.38 

Simplification Step 07 1178.94 0.00 -14.56 45.38 

Simplification Step 08 1178.94 0.00 -14.56 45.38 
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Figure 7.20: Cooling loads Power Curves for Fancoils system (Gech 

Bingo) 
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Table 7-XXXIX: Differences on Cooling loads for each step for Fancoils 

System model (Gech Bingo) 

 

Total 
Energy 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kWh] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 285873 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 286408 0.19 0.19 0.19 

Simplification Step 02 299665 4.63 4.82 4.82 

Simplification Step 03 271716 -9.33 -4.95 14.60 

Simplification Step 04 270948 -0.28 -5.22 14.87 

Simplification Step 05 270376 -0.21 -5.42 15.07 

Simplification Step 06 270432 0.02 -5.40 15.09 

Simplification Step 07 270432 0.00 -5.40 15.09 

Simplification Step 08 270432 0.00 -5.40 15.09 

 

Results of the analysis applied on the cooling loads of the building are 

shown in Table 7-XXXIX, from which can be seen that Step 03 is the most 

relevant step in term of difference generation with a step-by-step 

difference of 9.33%. Also relevant is Step 02 with a 4.63% difference. 

Total cooling loads difference for the entire simplification process equal 

to -5.40%, underestimating the cooling loads, while cumulative 

difference amounts to 15.09%. 

Table 7-XL shows the results in term of Peak cooling Power. No relevant 

variation in the results of th various steps can be seen as all the steps 

result in a difference of less than 1%. 

Total difference generated by the simplification process equals to -0.50% 

with a cumulative difference of 2.02%. 
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Minor differences can be seen in cooling power curves as shown in 

Figure 7.20, limited to the lower tail of the curves and attributable to 

simplification Steps 01 and 03, confirming the suspects of unexpected 

behaviour of Step 01 probably caused by some instability in the 

simulation results. Likelihood tests performed still results in no relevant 

differences between the power curves of the various models. 

 

Table 7-XL: Differences on Peak Cooling Power for each step for Fancoils 

System model (Gech Bingo) 

 

Peak 
Power 
Output 

Step by 
step 

difference 

Total 
difference 

Cumulative 
difference 

 
[kW] [%] [%] [%] 

Detailed Model 675.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Simplification Step 01 675.56 0.04 0.04 0.04 

Simplification Step 02 680.31 0.70 0.75 0.75 

Simplification Step 03 675.47 -0.71 0.03 1.46 

Simplification Step 04 672.73 -0.40 -0.38 1.87 

Simplification Step 05 671.79 -0.14 -0.52 2.01 

Simplification Step 06 671.87 0.01 -0.50 2.02 

Simplification Step 07 671.87 0.00 -0.50 2.02 

Simplification Step 08 671.87 0.00 -0.50 2.02 
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7.4 Comparisons between different simulation codes 

To ensure that the results discussed in this Chapter are not dependant 

on the simulation code used for the analyses, which in this case is 

EnergyPlus, and can be, in principle, generalized to other codes, the 

simplification protocol has also been analysed with a different 

simulation tool. 

In this paragraph, a specific case study previously analysed in 

EnergyPlus, the ExPost building (Case study 1) under the Ideal Loads 

system hypothesis, is also tested using the Esp-R simulation Engine. As 

previously mentioned it is essential for this analysis the complete 

independence between the two simulation codes, ensured by the 

completely independent development of the two by different research 

teams with strongly different underlying principle and history, as 

mentioned in Chapter 4. 

The research is developed by recreating the detailed simulation model of 

the building in Esp-R and, through the application of the simplification 

protocol previously applied, subsequently obtaining the simplified 

model. 

Due to the completely different development history of the two codes, 

there are major differences in how input data are treated, as also shown 

by Kokogiannakis in his work (Kokogiannakis,	G.	2008).	Nonetheless, it is 

essential for the analysis in progress to assure the equality between the 

two models, and therefore attention has been paid to ensure the two 

models perform equally. 

To do so, some changes are needed on the EnergyPlus model and 

neglecting some unique features of both codes is needed. Due to this 

necessity, the EnergyPlus model performs differently from what seen in 

the previous analysis, and is not en to be compared to those results, and 

both models do not perform as they would if developed exclusively on 

one engine. 
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Figure 7.21: Detailed comparative model of Case Study 1 developed in 

EnergyPlus 

 

 

Figure 7.22: Detailed comparative model of Case Study 1 developed in 

Esp-R 
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Figure 7.21 illustrate the detailed model developed in EnergyPlus and 

used for this analysis; while Figure 7.22 shows its equivalent counterpart 

modelled in Esp-R and rendered by its user interface. 

The here shown analysis in not meant to be a direct comparison of the 

simulation codes in term of capability of results and will not go in detail 

comparing the two software. 

In order to understand the extent of this analysis and the precautions 

needed to ensure the equivalence of the models, some of the major 

differences in term of model description between the tools are below 

listed. 

In term of geometrical description both codes follow the logic of defining 

thermal zones and, inside them, identifying surfaces based on vertices 

coordinates. One major difference is that EnergyPlus support the 

definition of sub-surfaces, secondary surfaces contained inside regular 

surfaces, for example for the definition of fenestration, while Esp-R 

requires all the surfaces to be defined “at the same level”. This difference 

leads to the necessity of defining surfaces with much more vertices in 

Esp-R, for instance to avoid overlapping of fenestrations and opaque 

surfaces, increasing the complexity and the risk of errors, also requiring 

the input of each vertices. 

External obstructions are also modelled differently. In EnergyPlus a 

generic geometry is given, affecting all the model, and the shadow 

calculations are integrated in the code; in Esp-R obstructions are linked 

to single thermal zones and a shadow maps for the various zones must 

be calculated before running the simulations using specific commands. 

Also self-shadowing is not implemented in Esp-R requiring the definition 

of more obstructions and sometimes needing to neglect some 

obstructions. 

Window construction definition also differ slightly as complex 

fenestration must be defined using a third party software, in this case 
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Window is used, for Esp-R while are defined internally in EnergyPlus 

therefore leading to differences in the model. 

Internal gains definition also differs slightly, particularly in term of 

people loads, with EnergyPlus presenting a more detailed modeling 

allowing to auto-calculate latent and sensible fractions of the heat loads 

while Esp-R requires them as input data. 

The definition of special days for the simulation is different between the 

models, therefore to avoid issues special days are removed from both 

simulations. 

System and plant definition strongly differ between the codes, as the 

mathematical models implemented to solve them, however both tools 

provide the ability to model Ideal Loads systems with limited 

differences. 

Other differences in term of data input, although requiring the 

comprehension of the two input structures and the adaptation of the 

information needed, do not significantly affect the final model 

description. 

Figure 7.23 shows the simplified model in EnergyPlus while Figure 7.24 

shows the resulting model after the application of the simplification 

protocol in Esp-R. 

The accurate implementation of the two models, avoiding differences in 

the model description as much as possible, brought to similar simulation 

results as shown in Table 7-XLI. The difference in total heating loads 

between the two complete models equals to 1.05% while the difference 

in cooling loads amounts to 6.71%. Based on those results the two 

building models can be considered equivalent to each other.  
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Figure 7.23: Fully simplified comparative model of Case Study 1 

developed in EnergyPlus 

 

Figure 7.24: Fully simplified comparative model of Case Study 1 

developed in Esp-r 
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Table 7-XLI: Differences obtained comparing the detailed and simplified 

models developed in the two different codes 

 Heating Loads Cooling Loads 

 [%] [%] 

Detailed models -1.05 6.71 

Simplified models -1.01 5.98 

 

Similar results are seen comparing the two simplified models after the 

application of the simplification protocol in the two respective tools, 

with differences of 1.01% in term of heating loads and 5.98% in term of 

cooling loads between EnergyPlus and Esp-R models. 

 

Table 7-XLII: Differences obtained in the application of the simplification 

protocol in the two different codes 

 Heating Loads Cooling Loads 

 [%] [%] 

EnergyPlus protocol 7.32 17.1 

Esp-R protocol 7.36 16.4 

 

The difference obtained between detailed and simplified models 

following the application of the simplification protocol in the two 

different simulation codes for the case study in exam, as shown in Table 

7-XLII, is evaluated in 0.04% for the heating loads and 0.7% for the 

cooling loads. Based on those results we can conclude that the 

application of the simplification protocol and the obtained results can be 

considered independent of the simulation code used and the obtained 

results can indeed be attributed to the impact of the analysed 
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simplifications on the model description and not to the use of a specific 

simulation code. 
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Chapter8 

 

8 Global Results 

In this Chapter, general discussion on the results of the simplification 

protocol is presented. 

Results concerning the various case studies are compared to each other 

with the objective of drawing conclusions on the impact of the various 

analysed simplifications. Each simplification step is considered 

separately and, later, the global impact of the simplification process on 

the simulation model is discussed. 
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8.1 Results of the single simplification steps 

In this sub-Chapter each simplification step is discussed considering all 

the case studies previously detailed and evaluating the general impact of 

the steps on the simulation results eventually deducing the reasons of 

differences in the results. 

 

Table 8-I: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling total 

loads for Step 01 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads -0.79 0.27 -0.15 

Unitary -0.70 0.45 -0.13 

VAV/fancoil -0.19 0.36 -0.31 

VAV no Hum. -0.32 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads -0.20 -1.42 0.01 

Unitary 0.59 -1.15 -0.58 

VAV/fancoil 0.16 -0.66 0.19 

VAV no Hum. -0.10 - - 

 

Table 8-I shows all the results related to simplification Step 01, which 

concerns the simplification in the definition of building construction. The 

majority of the analysis results in this step influencing the accuracy of 

the results for less than 1%; in only two cases the difference are barely 

over this threshold still maxing at only 1.42%. Can be deduced how this 

simplification hypothesis has minor impact on simulation results to the 

point of neglecting it. Similar results are obtained in term of Peak Power 

loads, where the differences are even smaller with the exception of 

Heating Power for Case study 3, Fan-coil system hypothesis, where the 

difference reaches 13.7%. Cause of this anomaly could be attributed to 

some local instability in the simulation itself, as there is no visible 
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justification for the results and similar analyses does not highlight this 

difference. It must be considered how Peak Power values are identified 

based on a limited number of generic time-steps, five in this case, and is 

therefore more subject to error by the code itself compared to total 

heating loads, which are the sum of the values of each time-step and 

therefore are less influenced by local instability. 

In a typical simulation process, much attention is devoted to correctly 

identifying all constructions in the building and exactly reproducing 

them in the model even with addition of new surfaces. In light of the 

results of this analysis, simplifications on the constructions detail could 

be easily applied with minor impact on the results significantly 

decreasing the effort and time needed to perform energy simulations. 

This also helps the integration of energy simulation during early stages 

building design as, generally, detailed constructions and their exact 

distribution on the building envelope are typically unknown and only 

generic target construction information is available. 

 

Table 8-II: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling total 

loads for Step 02 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads -0.87 -0.78 -0.52 

Unitary -2.62 -0.80 -0.61 

VAV/fancoil -3.00 -0.79 -0.66 

VAV no Hum. -1.14 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads 4.76 5.33 4.31 

Unitary -3.23 5.18 2.57 

VAV/fancoil -4.04 5.04 4.63 

VAV no Hum. 1.18 - - 
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Table 8-II shows the results of the analyses for the various case studies 

for simplification Step 02, removing external obstructions. As expected 

variations in results generated by this simplification are strongly 

different depending the load considered. Heating loads are influenced by 

this simplification only lightly, with differences normally under 1% and 

only for case study 1 up to around 3% under two system hypothesis; 

reason for this can be the highly insulated envelope of the building, 

lowering the losses and increasing the effect of secondary gains such as 

sun radiation. 

Cooling loads, on the other hand, are influenced by this simplification for 

a significant amount, with differences ranging around 4% to 5% for the 

majority of cases. This is expected, as solar gains are typically a more 

relevant issue during the cooling season as experience shows. 

In term of Power peak loads differences are less marked, going well 

below the 1% threshold for heating Power and standing at around 2% 

for cooling Peak Power loads. Only exception is case study 3 for fan-coil 

system hypothesis with a heating peak power difference of 17.8%, this 

result invigorates the belief that, similar to Step 01, some instability in 

the simulation is occurring resulting in those mutually cancelling 

differences. 

During energy simulation, the description of external obstruction is often 

overlooked as deemed of marginal importance for the results of the 

analyses. Results of this study shows how this assumption could be 

considered valid if the focus of the simulation is the heating season, 

while the differences become more relevant for cooling loads. Impact of 

the simplification on cooling loads results are such as to require a 

justification but are still acceptable if the application of energy 

simulation to early stage building designs require them due to the lack of 

available information or time to perform more detailed simulations. 
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A summary of the results of simplification Step 03 can be seen in Table 

8-III, below. Step 03 is characterized by the representation of each single 

zone floor with only one thermal zone inside the model. 

 

Table 8-III: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling 

total loads for Step 03 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads 6.16 0.86 -5.11 

Unitary -4.98 1.67 -8.94 

VAV/fancoil -5.79 0.97 -12.88 

VAV no Hum. -2.94 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads 7.62 6.25 -12.00 

Unitary -5.81 5.58 -20.80 

VAV/fancoil -5.62 5.44 -9.33 

VAV no Hum. 3.02 - - 

 

As expected, due to the magnitude of the simplification in term of model 

description and detail, this step is characterized by large difference 

generation in nearly all the analyses performed. The impact on heating 

loads ranges from about 3% to nearly 13%, with the exception of case 

study 2, stable at around 1%. Cooling loads estimation presents greater 

variations from 3% o the best case up to 20.80%, while the majority of 

simulations results in an around 6% difference. Similar variations occurs 

in term of Peal Power loads although maximum differences of the two 

values, total loads and Peak power, do not occur in the same simulation. 

It is possible to notice how cooling loads are generically more affected by 

this simplification step compared to heating loads. The reason behind 

this is that modelling each floor with one thermal zone imposes the 

solution of only one thermal balance, “diluting” the effect of thermal 

gains and losses and neglecting the effect of extreme local conditions. 
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This is more evident during cooling season as thermal losses or gains 

through the envelope are less relevant and internal and solar gains 

becomes more significant. 

Interesting is also how the case study 2 presents lesser percentage 

differences in results compared to the other case studies. This is due to it 

being characterized by larger thermal zones also in the detailed model as 

internal properties of the premises, such as occupation and internal 

gains, are less variable on the floor plan. 

It is important to notice how the definition of thermal zones is entirely 

up to the modeller who is performing the energy analysis and is often 

directly correlated to the model detail. Experience always recommend a 

careful evaluation of the thermal zoning of the building as one of the 

most important phases of modelling. Nonetheless, modellers often 

arbitrarily choose the number of thermal zones used to describe the 

building in function of what can be called “the level of detail of the 

model” independently from the available information and the time. This 

often brings to the creation of building models with only one zone per 

floor used for detailed simulation without carefully considering the 

consequences.  

Results of this analysis shows how thermal zoning is an essential 

element of any useful energy simulation and needs to be carefully 

evaluated to ensure helpful results. Strong simplifications such as this 

could still be needed during early stage building design due to the lack of 

the information needed to increase the number of thermal zones in the 

model, without claiming it a detailed simulation. 

Table 8-IV shows the summary of results relative to simplification Step 

04, the description of fenestrations with one single surface for relative 

cardinal direction for each floor. 

This simplification step impact on simulation results can be considered 

marginal in term of total heating loads, with variation of under 1% for 

case studies 2 and 3 and only slightly above 1% for case study 1. In term 
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of cooling loads the differences are still normally below 1%, with the 

exception of case study 3 Unitary system hypothesis showing a 4.3% 

difference and the results associated with case study 2 with all 

differences of around 2%. 

 

Table 8-IV: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling 

total loads for Step 04 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads -1.26 -0.91 -0.04 

Unitary -1.67 -0.89 0.49 

VAV/fancoil -1.43 -0.89 0.23 

VAV no Hum. -1.41 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads 0.39 2.43 0.54 

Unitary -0.40 2.31 4.30 

VAV/fancoil -0.18 2.35 -0.28 

VAV no Hum. 0.17 - - 

 

The greater differences in case study 2 for cooling loads could be 

attributed to the more complex geometry of the building plan causing 

self-shadowing effects on the single fenestrations; while the greater 

impact in case study 1 for heating loads is attributable to the lower 

energy needs of the building, increasing the impact in minor differences 

in percentage. 

Peak Power differences are negligible both for heating and cooling 

season as all the values are below the 1% threshold with the exception of 

case study 3 in Ideal Loads system hypothesis at 1.50%. 

This kind of simplification is typically not implemented in energy 

simulations, as modellers tend to alter the geometry of the building as 

little as possible. However results of this analysis show how this kind of 
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simplification has minor impact on simulation results and could be easily 

applied in practice if needed, greatly reducing the information needed to 

compile the model and significantly cutting the time needed. 

In addition to this, during early stage building design information needed 

to describe fenestrations in a detailed model are often unavailable and 

only needing generic information such total transparent surface and 

mean height of the windows can be helpful in the integration of energy 

simulations in those stages.  

 

Table 8-V: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling total 

loads for Step 5 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads -2.61 -1.70 -1.84 

Unitary -4.07 9.41 -1.34 

VAV/fancoil -3.66 9.58 -2.02 

VAV no Hum. -4.01 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads 0.04 -20.83 -0.10 

Unitary 0.37 -28.42 0.05 

VAV/fancoil -0.09 -26.01 -0.21 

VAV no Hum. -0.46 - - 

 

The standardization of floors, as implemented in simplification step 05, 

describing each floor of the building with similar characteristics in term 

of geometry and characteristics, is summarized in term of analysis 

results in Table 8-V. The impact of this simplification step is strongly 

dependant of the case study under consideration varying form 1.34% 

differences to 9.58% in regards to heating loads and from less than 1% 

to more than 28% for cooling loads. 
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In term of heating loads case studies 1 and 3 shows differences ranging 

from 1% to 4%, while case study 2 results in variations around 9%. 

Those results are due to the strong difference visible in case study 2 

building in occupation and internal gains of the various floor, and to the 

shape of the building as the last floor is characterized by a different floor 

plan. Case study 1 and 3 building are instead characterized by a strong 

uniformity in their vertical development, mainly limiting the 

simplification impact in the elimination of accessory zones. 

Total cooling loads show similar results with case study 1 and 3 

highlighting negligible effects of this simplification and case study 2 

showing greater impact ranging from 20% to 26% proving how cooling 

loads are more subject to variations due to normalization of internal 

gains. 

Results in term of Peak power loads show similar results with negligible 

differences for both case study 1 and 3, in term of heating and cooling 

power, and major differences can be seen in case study 2 , although 

lower than the ones for total loads ranging from 6.11% to 14.90%. 

This simplification step is typically avoided during energy simulation in 

term of geometry description of the building but similarly to 

simplification Step 03 is sometime applied by modellers in term of zone 

characterization, such as internal loads and other parameters, sometime 

underestimating the impact of this simplification. 

During early stage design some of the information needed to avoid this 

kind of simplification is often unavailable especially it term of internal 

gains and other zone parameters as the building design is not detailed 

enough. Geometrical definition of the zone floor is instead typically 

available, with the exception of initial stages of building design like 

conceptual phase. It is therefore the modeller’s duty to carefully evaluate 

the advisability of the application of this simplification depending the 

available information, the shape of the building and the objectives of the 

simulation in the light of the show results. 
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Table 8-VI shows results of the analysis on simplification Step 06, the 

modelling of each zone with only six surfaces also called “zone squaring”. 

This simplification has minor impact on the estimation of total heating 

loads, causing differences ranging from 0% to 1.7%. Similar results are 

visible in term of heating peak power needed by the building with 

differences of the same entity. 

In term of total cooling loads, the differences attributable to the 

implementation of this simplification greatly differ from case to case. 

Table 8-VI: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling 

total loads for Step 06 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads -1.70 1.48 -0.06 

Unitary 1.35 1.33 0.01 

VAV/fancoil 1.35 1.53 -0.03 

VAV no Hum. 1.37 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads -0.75 7.17 -0.08 

Unitary -0.52 7.26 -0.63 

VAV/fancoil 0.40 6.65 0.02 

VAV no Hum. 0.35 - - 

 

In case study 1 and 3 the differences are negligible and below the 1% 

threshold, for case study 2 they are estimated around 7%. Similar results 

are seen in term of cooling peak power loads with case study 1 and 2 

usually under 1% or slightly above and case study 2 ranging from 2% to 

4%. 

To understand those results it is important to consider that case study 2 

is characterized by a complex floor plan while case study 3 is building 

with a close to square plan and case study 1 is also regular enough. The 

differences in floor plan only marginally affect the results in term of 
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heating loads but are considered relevant in term of cooling loads. This 

leads to deduce that the major impact of this simplification step is the 

omission of the effect of self-shadowing between surfaces of the model. 

Self-shadowing is implemented in the EnergyPlus simulation code and 

therefore morphing each zone into a hexahedron causes the neglecting of 

this effect. As expected, this effect is more relevant during the cooling 

season and leads to an increase in energy needs of the building and is 

visible in case study 2 as the complex floor plan generates a significant 

self-shadow effect. In addition, cooling loads for case study 2 can be 

considered low, therefore increasing the percentage relevance of 

absolute variations in the estimation of the loads. 

Other effects that could occur with an incorrect implementation of this 

simplification step, such as the wrong area input of dispersant surfaces 

or errors in the floor surface area, have already been discussed in 

Chapter 5 and the simplification is defined as to minimize, if not 

completely avoid, their impact on results. 

During traditional simulation this kind of simplification, as all the 

simplifications that strongly impact on the geometry of the model, is 

usually avoided by the modellers as considered too invasive in the model 

description with belief that it would have major impact on simulation 

results. The analyses shown above prove how this is not the case as, if 

done correctly, this simplification has minor impact in simulation results 

in term of both heating and cooling loads for regular enough buildings. 

The effect on results become relevant only for building with complex 

floor plans where self-shadowing has considerable effect, and even in 

this case only on cooling loads. 

This simplification could prove useful whenever a simulation must be 

delivered in short time and with few details on the building, as for 

example during early design phases, allowing to describe building with a 

limited number of input data and showing only minor impact on the 

results. 
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Results of the analyses performed on simplification Step 07, the 

standardization of fenestrations on different floors, are summarized in 

Table 8-VII. 

The effect of this simplification step are negligible in term of total 

heating loads as all differences are below the 1% threshold except of one 

case at 1.07%. Differences on the estimation of total cooling loads are 

slightly higher up to 2.09%. Differences in term of peak Power needed by 

the buildings is negligible, staying below 1% for heating peak power 

needs and reaching 1.08% for cooling peak power. 

Table 8-VII: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling 

total loads for Step 07 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads -0.02 -0.07 0.00 

Unitary 0.64 -0.05 0.00 

VAV/fancoil 1.07 -0.08 0.00 

VAV no Hum. 0.03 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads -1.96 1.02 0.00 

Unitary 0.31 1.09 0.00 

VAV/fancoil 2.09 1.14 0.00 

VAV no Hum. -0.59 - - 

 

Case study 3 shows 0% differences for this simplification step as the 

building is characterized by only one floor and therefore the 

simplification added with this step is already reached by simplification 

Step 04. 

Differences generated by this simplification step are more relevant for 

case study 1 compared to case study 2 as the fenestration of ground floor 

of the Ex-Post building have significantly different surface area 

compared to the one of above floors, due to the different intended use of 
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the ground floor. Instead, fenestration total surfaces of the Castelli Clinic 

are similar from floor to floor. 

It is also noticeable how differences on cooling loads are higher 

compared to heating loads as fenestration surface area directly impact 

the estimation of solar gains, which are one of the most relevant 

components of  cooling season thermal balance. It is also possible to 

assume how differences in results associable to this simplification step 

are directly related to the non-uniformity of the fenestration area of the 

single floors of the building. It is therefore the duty of the modeller to 

consider the application of this simplification according to the uniformity 

of fenestrations of the building. 

Results of this analysis shows how, with a minor impact on simulation 

results, this simplification step could significantly reduce the number of 

input required to generate the simulation models facilitating the 

integration of energy simulation in building design. 

 

Table 8-VIII: Step-by-step differences overview in heating and cooling 

total loads for Step 08 

CS1: Expost CS2: Castelli CS3: Bingo 

 
[%] [%] [%] 

Heat 

Ideal loads -0.89 -1.23 0.00 

Unitary -1.40 -0.20 0.00 

VAV/fancoil -4.81 -0.66 0.00 

VAV no Hum. -1.54 - - 

Cool 

Ideal loads 2.71 2.19 0.00 

Unitary 3.80 4.87 0.00 

VAV/fancoil -7.86 9.26 0.00 

VAV no Hum. 1.10 - - 
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Table 8-VIII shows the results of simplification Step 08, consisting in the 

reduction of the number of zones modelled to a maximum of three. As it 

can be seen case study 3 shows no results for this simplification step as 

the building only has a ground floor and an underground floor and 

therefore does not need any kind of simplification to be modelled with 

less than three floors. 

Differences in term of heating loads vary from less than 1% to 1.5% on 

all cases except for case study 1 under the VAV system hypothesis with a 

difference 4.81%. Cooling loads shows higher variations ranging from 

2% to 9% mainly depending on system hypothesis with ideal loads 

showing the best results. In term of Peak Power, differences are 

negligible in all cases going only slightly above the 1% threshold with the 

only exception of case study 2 under ideal load system hypothesis with a 

difference in the estimation of heating peak power of 5.18%. 

It is interesting to notice how the more complex the system modelling is, 

the greater is the difference generated in results by this simplification 

step, showing better results under Ideal loads hypothesis and increasing 

in difference with Unitary system up to VAV and fan-coil system. Reason 

for this behaviour is identified in the calculations applied to solving the 

system and plant calculations, with Ideal loads simply covering the needs 

of the building directly without running a system simulation while more 

complex models needs an integrated system simulation interfacing with 

the thermal zones, therefore reducing the number of zones modelled 

directly impact the system simulation. 

This kind of simulation is typically not used during energy simulation as 

it is most useful only in case of automated model generation, therefore 

energy modellers do not try tangible advantages in its application. 

Similar simplifications are sometime applied in simulation of high-rise 

building, where the high number of floors would lead to the modelling of 

too many zones causing difficulties in the creation of the model and 

increasing simulation times due to the number of zones to be solved. In 
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those cases, one single floor is modelled and its results are then 

multiplied for the number of floors of the building, obtaining similar 

results to the ones illustrated in this simplification step. 

The application of this simplification step is only reasonable for high-rise 

buildings, where the non-negligible differences in results are accepted 

due to the excessive number of zones that should be modelled otherwise, 

or for the implementation of automated model generation.  

This simplification is unrelated to early stage building design critical 

issues, and do not bring tangible advantages in manually created 

building models.  

8.2 General results of the protocol 

After carefully evaluating the result of each simplification step in term of 

differences generated in the simulation results, it is possible to evaluate 

the performances of the simplification protocol as a whole, discussing 

the differences in simulation results between a detailed energy 

simulation model and a simplified model of the same building. 

Results of the simplification process applied to all the case studies 

analysed in this research are summarized in Figure 8.1, showing the 

percentage differences in term of total loads for the simulation on the x-

axis of the chart and percentage differences in term of Peak power loads 

in the y-axis.  

Results are distinguished in term of heating or cooling loads depending 

on the colour of the indicator while its shape references the case study as 

shown in the attached legend. 

As there is no available threshold, in literature or legislation, to 

determine if the results of the simplified model are acceptable, through 

the experience in the field of building design and energy simulation a 

practical margin of 20% is identified and considered an acceptable 
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margin of difference between the results of a simplified and detailed 

model. 

As visible in the chart, results of the implementation of the simplified 

model on all the case studies object of this research fall within the 

aforementioned margin of acceptability both in term of Total loads and 

Peak Power loads for heating and cooling needs. 

Another interesting consideration that can be extrapolated by those 

results is how the simplified models tend to underestimate the heating 

Peak Power requirement of the buildings while overestimating the 

cooling Peak Power, with some exceptions. 
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Figure 8.1: Approach results for all the case studies in term of both Total 

Load and Peak Loads differences 
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In term of total loads, on average, both heating loads and cooling loads 

tend to be underestimated by the simplified models compared to the 

detailed ones. This behaviour can be motivated with the ability of the 

detailed models to detect extreme conditions in selected thermal zones 

while the simplified model ignores them due to the limited number of 

modelled zones and constant internal gains. 

Results also show how differences in total loads are more scattered on 

the chart while differences in Peak Power are mainly centred in the 

range from -5% to +5%, showing smaller differences. As seen in various 

simplification steps, on average Peak Power loads of the simplified 

models are closer to the ones of detailed models compared to total 

energy loads, which shows greater differences. 

For the case studies analysed there seems to be no major differences in 

total difference results as function of the analysed building. Ideal loads 

system and Unitary system hypothesis are applied to all case studies 

while Variable air Volume is only implemented in case study 1 and fan-

coil system id applied to case studies 2 and 3. 

Figure 8.2 shows the same results identified in term of system 

hypothesis as detailed in the attached legend. 

Form this chart it is possible to notice how in term of total loads, the 

ideal loads system hypothesis seems to be the one showing less 

differences between simplified and detailed models. 

In term of peak power loads estimation the Unitary system hypothesis 

seems to give the best results with all cases inside the ±5% margin. 

Complex systems such as VAV and fan-coil system hypothesis, featuring 

modelled plant and air loops linked to the terminals of the various zones, 

seem to show more varying results but always inside the 20% margin of 

tolerance. 
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Figure 8.2: Approach results for all the case studies highlighted based on 

system hypothesis 
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Based on the results of those analyses the simplified models generated 

by the implementation of the simplification protocol can be considered 

to provide results comparable to the detailed models and therefore 

resulting in useful information to evaluate the energy performance of the 

buildings. 

Considering global difference results shown above in the light of step-by 

step results and cumulative results reported in the previous Chapter it is 

noticeable how the thermal zone definition is one of the most critical 

aspect in the definition of the building model in term of accuracy in the 

results. Simplification Steps 03 and 05 are the most relevant in this 

regard and both concern the number of thermal zones modelled.  

Contrarily to general belief, simplifications of the building geometry have 

a lesser impact on simulation results and, as shown in the analyses, are 

often acceptable even on complex buildings. 

It is possible to assume how the implementation of simplification 

protocol shows best results on regular building, not so much in term of 

geometry but rather in term of internal gains distribution and local 

conditions, so to reduce the impact of the reduction in modelled zones. 

The implementation of the presented simplification protocol for the 

description of building models could indeed prove useful for the 

integration of building energy simulation in early stage building design. 

Solving the problem of unavailability of information and tight time 

requirements through a limited number of input required still achieving 

an acceptable level of accuracy in results such as to provide useful 

information to the design process. 
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Chapter9 

 

9 Conclusions 

9.1 Achievements 

Buildings are responsible for a tremendous amount of energy 

consumption due in part to their long lifetimes and continuous 

operation. Efficient design is critical, especially at the early stages – as 

poor decisions made early become difficult or impossible to correct. 

Existing energy simulation tools fail to meet the needs of architects and 

building designers at the early stages of design due to the excessive 

complexity of the tools and requisite technical knowledge. 
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The proposed simplification protocol seeks to meet this need by 

providing a fast and simple way to perform building energy simulations 

and assist with the selection of appropriate building components and 

systems during early design stages. Essential aspect of the protocol is to 

obtain an adequate and known level of accuracy that can corroborates 

the simulation results and deliver valid and reliable information on the 

thermal behaviour of the various solutions analysed to the design team. 

Differences found between the simplified models implemented and a 

detailed model for this specific case study, are in the worst case equal to 

15.55% for heating loads and 16.25% for cooling loads, in line with 

expectations. Even better results are achieved in term of heating and 

cooling peak loads, with the respective differences of 15.1% and 9.9% 

with respect to the complete model. 

Due to the lack and uncertainty in information provided during early 

design phases, differences within the practical margin of 20% between 

the simplified simulation and the detailed model. All the case studies 

here analysed results in a difference generation associated to the 

application of the simplification protocol below this margin. This result 

bring the author to conclude that the application of the aforementioned 

simplification protocol could be beneficial to the application of energy 

simulation in the integrated design process, drastically decreasing the 

amount of information needed to execute energy analyses and also 

decreasing the time needed to perform them to a level compatible with 

the design process. Simultaneously the results of the simulation still 

maintain an acceptable level of accuracy compared to the application of 

more detailed models, ensuring the usefulness of the produced output to 

empower the design process in the making of informed choices 

concerning the energy performance of the building. 

The implementation of the case studies has also allowed evaluating 

various possible simplification techniques for specific problems like 
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transparent surfaces and building floor area, identifying the best solution 

in term of differences generated and number of inputs required.  

It can also be noticed that large part of the differences between the 

complete and the simplified model are concentrated in the lower tail of 

the two heating and cooling power curves, when the loads become lower 

and discontinuous, typical of mid seasons and, for the heating power 

curve, humidity control during summer. 

It can be concluded that the application of the described protocol can 

help reducing the time requirements for a dynamic simulation from up 

to several days to only 2-4 hours at the cost of an acceptable increase in 

result uncertainty. The expected simulation tool should increasingly 

reduce time requirements through automation of model creation to 

under one hour. 

9.2 Future development 

With the here presented studies a simplification protocol to be applied 

through existing energy simulation tools has been described and its 

application to selected case studies gave a useful insight on the 

differences between detailed and simplified models and the general 

accuracy obtainable by the application of the simplification process. 

Nevertheless, various are the expected future developments of the 

present work mainly in the direction of increasing the applicability of the 

simplification protocol to the design process and by adding additional 

information in term of accuracy of the protocol itself. 

In terms of increasing the applicability of the procedures one major step 

to perform in the near future is final implementation of the simplification 

protocol in a complete simulation tool able to generate the simplified 

model starting form a limited number of input and database selections 

and then feeding it to the selected simulation code, in this case 

EnergyPlus, to perform the simulation. 
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The input structure of the simplified tool and the conversion of those 

inputs in the simplified building model have already been investigated 

and are partly already presented in this research however the actual 

coding to automate the process and develop a suitable user interface and 

the composition of the needed databases still needs to be done. 

Another important step to increase the usability of the proposed tool 

during the design process is the implementation of optimization 

techniques integrated in the tool. Various optimization protocols are 

already available for the selected simulation code and coupling them to a 

simplified model description could support the implementation of 

optimization analyses from the first stages of building design however 

the actual implementation still needs to be accurately evaluated and 

performed. 

On a different theme various analyses are already planned or underway 

to increase the level of knowledge in term of the quality of the results 

obtained from the simulation. 

In particular the extension of the analyses on the simplified model 

concerning not the absolute differences generated by the protocol as in 

this study but the relative difference in term of energy savings 

obtainable by an energy efficiency improvement on the building are 

considered of most interest. 

This analysis could prove the usefulness of the application of simplified 

model in the evaluation of relative differences in energy consumption 

between different design alternatives resulting in smaller differences 

between detailed and simplified models and therefore increasing the 

accuracy of the obtainable results and the usefulness of the information 

given to the design process. 

Another planned study to increase the knowledge about the accuracy of 

models in early stage design is the execution of uncertainty and 

parametric analysis on detailed and simplified models. This is intended 

to evaluate the variability generated in the results by the uncertainty of 
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the information that characterize the input data in the model both due to 

the simplification hypothesis implemented and the variability of some of 

the parameters during the design process or even the statistical 

uncertainty in the definition of some of the parameters that characterize 

the building energy model. 
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